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C.'U.R.E Wins· ·USGElections
C.U.R.EP,..ident'elect Kal••maur...., anter,aneI VJce President elect Bettina-GaribaldI, Right, withCUrFWIt UndergradUate Student
Govem~tPres~tsara (;a~baldl, left, Ia~.Thursday alter the USGe~n results were announced. The C.U.R.E party swept the ejec-
tions Ias~ week, beating out The campus Party, United Baruch for Better Jobs and the Independent candidate Kason Jun. (PhOto! Franck
Mongbe.)
. By Hubert Reyes
Editor.-in-Chief
With a sweep -at the polls. the C. U.R.E party
was announced as the winners of the
Undergraduate Student Govemment elections.
last Thursday.
Running against United Baruch for Better
Jobs" independent runner Kason Jun, and the
Campus Party. C.U.R.E won decisively.
Preliminary numbers .released Thursday.
showed that Kaleem Qureshi; C.U.R.E presi-
dent, out-pointed his closest opponent by 280
votes. Edward Ellis, president of the Campus
Party was his closest competitor.
President-elect Qureshi praised his party for
the efforts put into the campaign. "A lot of peo-
ple put a lot' of work into this," he said. "There
was a lot of dedication to the campaign."
Qureshi said that 'he had felt confident
throughout the day but admitted he wavered
here and there. it was only after getting positive
feedback from the students that he felt sure of
his victory. "We sort of knew we were going to
win but we weren't sure." said Qureshi.
Qureshi acknowledges that winning the elec-
tion was hard but it will not get easier from here
on out.
"This is just the beginning, this is where all the
hard work starts," he said. "We promise to work
hard and give it our best shot."
Sha"ingEducafionThrough ·Space
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-Economics class In ·....iOn at Mason Han last 1'u8sdayevenlng.WIth the Opening of the
new AcademJc·Complex, classes will probably be as large If not.larger than those at Mason
Hall. (Photol Hubert Reyes) . -
• •
Ironically students
were the forgotten fac-
tor when the largest
academic complex in
the United States was
designed.
Part 4 ofSpace Race Series
By Vanessa Witenko
Acting Executive Editor
On different occasions throughout the Spring
semester, 30 to 200 high school students and
parents. sat in the 7th floor conference room of
the 25 th St. building, listening to administrators
. speak about Baruch College. According to
CUNY's new admissions policy. incoming fall
2001 students are the first to be accepted into
three CUNY institutions. They must choose
one. Admissions has a new job. Market the
greatness of Baruch, so these students choose
Baruch.
There were speeches on the great rankings 'of
the Zicklin Schoof of Business, speeches on the
advantages of being a liberal arts student,
speeches on. how there are over 100 clubs
where students can easily make friends, and
speeches on the new academic complex. In
total, th-ere were two-hours worth ofspeeches.
Many of the speeches suggested an educa-
tional philosophy. According to the administra-
tors at the open house, an active student will be
more prepared for the professional world. with
"active" being defined in many ways.
"It's important not to work more than 20
hours per week. because you won 't have time
to be a student," said Barbara Lam bert 0 f the
Career Development Center. "You won't have
time to participate in school activities ... to set
up office hours with your professor. It's irnpor-
tantto go to parties. It will give you the ability,
to interact with the client. Your second inter-
view could easily be at lunch. All of this makes
you a good candidate for getting. a job."
Despite the importance placed on students
and on school activities at these recruitment
sessions. designers of the new academic com-
f
plex seem to have ignored student priorities
when they created Baruch's vertical campus.
They failed to place students as a priority in the
design of the new academic com plex.
With a gigantic smile on his face. Larry
Strickler, special assistant to the director of
undergraduate admissions. proudly told
prospective students, "thenew building will be
. the largest academic complex in the United
-States." However, he neglected to tell them
that there will be less student club office-space
than is currently provided in the leased build-
ings, a reduction of 30 classrooms. an inconve-
nient relationship between facul ty 'offices and
classrooms, and 32 percent less sqt;tare footage
of locker space for women than men.
According to the official plan, club 'office
space is reduced by 32 percent, from the current
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ed from the platform to magazines, planners,
and other unrelated activities. One man was
even clipping coupons, and Baruch President
Ned Regan snuck out before Cahan was
through.
In a nutshell, the intended inspiring lecture
received cl'- rather dull response in Baruch. A
discussion by two students leaving the event
summarized its effect. Chewing on a sandwich
from the reception, one of them muttered, ...
[Cahan} is kind of interesting, but she does the
same speech all die time." His friend replied.
"Oh, please, you just came here for the food".
ere...
easyEve hing
the worldls largest Internet cafes
•
•
a CIe
42 street .. TImes Square. Guest speaker Cora cahan spoke at Baruch College, and offered
~Ice on ways non-proflt and for-proflt organizations can work together:. (photolthecltyre-
vlew.com)
"theatres - black holes, waiting to be freed" to
"4000 people aday coming to 42nd street to see.
a show, just like they had 100years ago."
Despite her apparent ability to create - her
work includes financing and designing the
Victory Theatre and the Duke Center for
Performing Arts with just enough subsidies to
last the organization for 2 years - her speech
~eft one wishing for something more entertain-
mg.
Perhaps, Cahan focused too much 011 the
specifics of the renovation process, and not
enough on what it all means, By the end of the
lecture. even those professors, who seemed
focused in the beginning, had their eyes avert-
uck an
,
Times Sq/42nd Street
(between 7th &- 8th)
gets you ever
a
wVv,\-,i.eaqEverytbing.(om/usa
.
TimesSquare Lecture Inviting To Some
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By Veronica Belitski
Contributing Writer
T
A lecture about building a newer, better 42nd
street would imply thinking about the future.
Yet, Baruch students did not seem to care about
It. In fact. on April 17, Baruch's Third Annual
W7issman Lecture on the Influence of the Arts
.on society, found a response primarily among
the older crowd - While the few present con-
stituents of the "future" nodded off.
The speaker, Cora Cahan, president of the
New 42 nd Street, Inc., did not seem to mind -
apparently quite familiar with the organizers,
George and Mildred Weissman, she found an
adequate and familiar audience among the pro-
fessors .gathered in a gloomy, stuffy marble-
clad hall of the 22nd street building, and carried
on in the consequent manner.
Cahan spoke enthusiastically about the histo-
ry of the 42nd street. from its glamorous the-
atrical lifestyle at the beginning of'the 20th cen-
tury to its degradation to a porn district in the
9()'s. Quite informed and inspired by her topic,
she used slides and comments to illustrate her
point, but the audience seemed to wake up and
laugh only when she showed the Victory
Theatre bearing a "Best XXX Porn In Town!"
neading in 1994. As for the rest of the lecture,
it reminded one of 9 a.m. class, as people were
visibly tired arid yawning, listening distracted-
ly: Although Cahan's cause was quite noble-e to
describe the work of her organization to pro-
vide the district with a cultural rebirth - few
were actually giving her their undivided atten-
tion, and even more were staring at the wall
(provided that the windows were shuttered).
This condition, most likely caused by bad
timing (2:30 pm on a Tuesday), could not be
caused by the speaker alone. As the president of
a non-profit organization, having 10 years of
experience in Arts Administration, Cahan was
quite energetic, and obviously devoted to pro-
viding an inspiration to her listeners. Her words
painted pictures of her difficult Journey - from
ITS
skills, your values, and your interest pattern,"
said Sharaga,
After Sharaga ended tFie panel with some few
words of wisdom. many students were happy
with the information received. '4(( made me
think about what to 'do with my life and how to
balance my career and personal life," said
Mayra Ruiz, a senior studying accounting.
Another student Lordes Riera, a junior con-
~ centrating in finance, was happy that she
attended the event. '~As a woman, we can learn
about things that these women are doing in
business so that we can progress," said Riera.
As the panel ended the celebration of
Woman's Month, the event provided students
the steps on how to succeed in business.
For those who were interested in attending
but unable to attend, can go to www.barucha-
ba.com and click on white paper. This will pro-
vide the main points from these speakers.
Call 212·802·6770.
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SENIOR PORT
women all spoke on different subjects such as
getting a job. correlating your passion into a
career. the hardship of being a women in the
work.place. balancing time with work and
home. networking. and having a mentor.
Liz Frohm, an assurance 'partner from
Pricewaterhousecoopers. who is a Baruch
College alumna.. spoke about success. which
she defines it as both professionally and per-
sonally. She believes women need to take care
of themselves before work. "Women will be
able to proceed at work without having to feel
so much pressure:' said Frohrn.
. Frohrn's philosophy set the tone for Katherine
Mau.. a section manager for financial planning
& operational analysis at Con Edison. who
spoke about her balance as a woman. mother.
and professional "As a woman. you need to
have a strong courage to be who you are. what
you represent. and how you want to present
yourself because this gives you an image that
provides the leadership to grow into what you
want to become.'.. said Mau. This introduction
to her speech was a transition for her life
lessons called the three P's -prospective. perse-
verance, and passion.
While Mau spoke about her three P's philos-
ophy. Susan Kasser, an analyst for the Invest-
ment management division at Goldman Sachs
Co. began on how women differ from men
when thinking about ~areer positioning. "Men
on a average spend forty-five rnmutes a day
thinking about how to position themselves
within the organization." said Kasser. "On the
other hand. women spend zero minutes ..
Brenda Jimenez, a volunteer development &
ttention
Lending Advice to Future Business Leaders
2
When defining a woman's position in the
\\ orkplace. history has show n they are capable
of being much more than a secretary. The tran-
sition \\ omen \\ ent through from the days they
\\ ere given the rights to vote to becoming CEO
of America's leading companies was not so
casv This transformation evolved to a day
. .
\\ here women gave students advice as well as
their personal experience from the business
\\ orld at the "Women in Business" panel that
\\ as held on March 29. 200 I
The event was sponsored by the Accounting
Society. American Marketing Association.
BUSiness to Business Marketing Society.
Jew Ish Business Leaders. Office of Student
Life and the Career Development Center pro-
\ ided different \\ omen speakers from the fol-
10\\ ing companies. Pricewaterhouscoopers.
GirlS Scouts USA. Goldman Sachs & Co. Con
Edison. and Career Resources.
The student orgaruzauons that worked togeth-
er In bringing this ev em for the students made a
strong impression to tbe Baruch community
about cooperation. "1 think that is great oppor-
turuty for clubs to work together and do joint
cvents... said Eliad Youssefian. President of
Jew Ish Business Leaders. "ThIS is similar to
the Wall Street mergers and it's a tough market
because Baruch has the same tough market In
getting students involved in activities."
With this In mind. these organizations pro-
moted all business fields b) bringing five
\\ omen from different industries These
By Mario Zapata
Contributing Hi-iter
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Although BaruCh's popuJatJon Is dominated by women, there will be- Jess locker space tor women than men. Graph indicates 1he discr~-
Cles 68tV1J~.i!.~._~~~~.~(~~h:~V~_~.s~_·~·~byJuHe:A~~)_"=.._ ---.--:- _..u" _._ .=-.-------- -
- %
w WOMEN MEN Difference Difference
SHOWERS 138.41 128.57
119.84 117.59
93.48 94.93
Subtotal 351.73 341.09 10.64 30/Q
BASEMENT 1 864.20 1,826.10
326.27 355.50 •
Subtotal 1,190.47 2,181.60 991.13 45%
.
BASEMENT 2 206.75 218.86
- .
736.01 895~62
Subtotal 942.76 1,114.48 171.12 15%
.
TOTAL 2,484~96 3,637.11 1,152.21 32'1_
.
TOTAL %SPACE
ALLOCATED 41% 59%
.
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"we- onlj;- JiiiVe One--
woman coach, every
other coach we have
Continuedfrom page 4
break down into smaller discussion groups,
taught by doctoral students, enabling a more inti-
mate learning environment.
This idea received support from Acting Provost
Myrna Chase last October. Although, Chase
believes it is a good idea, she said "this requires
a large pool of graduate students, and graduate
students complain about exploitation."
Another problem resulting from the design of
the new academic complex is the splitting of fac-
clty offices from classrooms, particularly with
the arts and science courses. All faculty offices,
most of which are 132-sq. feet, are located in the
new academic complex; however the majority of
Iiberal arts courses. will be taught in 17
Lexington Avenue building. Between classes
students have 20 minutes to arrive at their next
class. At present, students-often use the 2O'rnin-
utes to speak with their professor privately in
their offices.
Zane Berzins, from news and media could not
verify that there will be conference rooms for
students and professors to meet in 17 Lexington
but only that such a situation "is highly unlike-
ly...
There are more inadequacies in the new acad-
emic complex. Even though, there are five var-
sity athletic teams for both men and women, and
Baruch's population is dominated by women. the
square footage for the men's locker space is sig-
nificantly larger than the women's Iocker space.
The men receive 59% of total square footage or'
student locker space, while the women receive
410/0.
The issue was addressed to Bill Eng, Director
"f the Athletic Department. He explained that
the actual percentage of square footage for
women's lockers was increased. but that more
men use the facilities. "There are more men that
take physical education courses, and there are
more male athletes," said Eng. "We only have
one woman coach, every other coach we have
are men:' This explains the reasoning for the
disparities of locker space based on gender.
So. how does the future' space reality fit with
"are men.
More Female Students, But Less Locker Space
the marketing agenda presented to incoming
freshmen? When the open house was over. stu-
dents said they enjoyed the welcome .
:'rospective student Sandra Cobos listed her top
three things she looks for in a college. # I-reputa-
tion, #2-environment, type of students, #3-class
SIZes.
"I don't like it when classes are bigger than 200
students;' said Cobos. Cobos is not the only stu-
dent to hold this point-of-view. "They don't
know who you are,~ said Baruch student N ofisat
Odunsi. "They place your grades next to your
social security number. that shows they don't
even know your name...• Another shared similar
annoyances with the larger classes. "There is not
a lot of interaction in the classroom," said junior
Chirag Lal. "You can't do group projects or meet
other students."
If Cobos had been at the Open House one-week
prior, Strickler would have misinformed her.
When a student asked if there were any large
classes, Strickler replied "Nothing over 200,'"'
The student sitting in front of me, turned to his
mother. and gently wh.ispered "that's a lat."
Had the student sat in on a class in Mason Hall
on a Tuesday evening, she would find 400 stu-
dents in an economics course. If she would have
entered earlier she would have found students
sitting on the floor outside of Mason Hall wait-
ing for class.
And, from the looks of it, things may only get
worse - not better - after the move.
'"
.-
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Con!inued on page 5
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the English and Math departments constitute
half of the school 'of liberal arts. Whether stu-
dents major in business, public affairs, or liber-
al arts. half of the student's courses wi II be
taken in the school of Liberal Arts.
Dean of the Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences Alexandra Logue, explained that the
increase of jumbo .classes would not dramati-
cally effect the Weissman School of Liberal
Arts. Several classes that already have around
120 students will increase to 300. "There are
only a couple of classes taught as jumbo sec-
tions [in the Weissman School of Liberal
Arts]," said Dean Logue. The classes effected
are Introduction to Psychology, Introduction to
Sociology, and Introduction to Music. Dean
265
•
260255
one to three courses.
Although it seems this would be a driving
force for professors to support the increase in
classroom size, few support the' increase in
class sizes, while some departments worry that
there will be an insufficient number of small
classrooms.
Many of the Liberal Arts courses are taught in
smaller classes. "Normally Math 200 I and
2()06 limits enrollment to 35 students, and elec-
tives run even s~aller from 20 to 30." said
Professor Warren Gordon. department chair of
mathematics. "[Math classes are] never larger
than 35."
English Department Chair Professor John
Todd echoed Gordon's views. "We are very
much concerned that there are not enough small
classrooms.' His concerns are justified because
Classroom size Current number of Future number of IDifference
Number of seats classrooms classrooms
15 - 10 11 . 1
20 45 46 1
25 8 I 10 2
30 43 42 -1
35 48 8 -40
40 44 33 -11
. 45 10 2 -8
50 11 41 30
55 4 2 -2
60 25 11 -14
65 2 1 -1
-
70
..
9 9 0
80 1 10 9
85 1 0 -1
90 1 1 0
100 2 2 0
110 2 0 ·2
120 0 5 5
135 1 1 e
170 1 1 . 0
200 1 1 0
300 0 ·1 1
- 440 1 1 0
500 0 1 1
800 1 1 0
Number of Classrooms
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grounds class sizes are increasing. Presently.
the majority of Baruch's classrooms. seat 35
students. but in the new academic complex. the
majority of classrooms wi II seat 50.
Additionally, there will be a SOD-seat class-
room, a 30o-seat classroom, and 120-seat class-
rooms. (refer to chart). Currently, there are 271
classrooms. 12.10 I seats. and 193,534 sq.ft.
After the new building opens the total number
of classrooms will be 241 classroomsm. 12.195
seats, and 268.059 sq.ft. There is a reduction in
30 classrooms. yet an increase in 94 seats.
However. Provost Myrna Chase had different
information. Her information indicated that the
majority of classrooms will be between 41-60
seats, but no increase .in classrooms of 30()
seats and more. The administration has con-
flicting information.
When class sizes increase. education
decreases. student participation is
reduced. and tests are limited to shading
a circle on a scantron. Scantron tests do
not allow professors to give partial
credit. and do not indicate where the
students have a weakness.
Professor of Finance. Christos
Giannikos, explained that essay ques-
tions take longer to grade. and leads to
arguments with students. Still, he finds
it to be worth the work. "1 don't feel
comfortable about scantrons. I never
use them." said Giannikos. "Essay
questions help assess where the students
are confused, and what part of the lec-
ture I need to work on.' Even with the
best of technology. eighty students per
class is the maximum Giannikos can
handle to continue his way of teaching.
Although Giannikos, can give essay
tests With 80 students, professors with
0\ er 200 students find it impossi bIe.
"Oh, no 1 couldn't [give essay tests],"
said Professor Meenakshi Pasupathy,
who teaches Economics 1001 with 286
students. She does not find a problem
with teaching a large course. but admits
there are disadvantages for the students.
"A lot do not getthe opportunity to ask
questions." said Pasupathy. "There are
only so many questions I can answer."
Pasupathy also teaches an advanced
economics course with eight students.
"I like the small classes..' she said. "I
know \\ ho the students are which makes
them more responsible."
From the faculty perspective. there are
often perks -given to those who teach
Jumbo classes. Professors who do so
often teach fewer sections. A jumbo
class in the Weissman School of Liberal
Arts IS w hen there are more than 80 stu-
dents. but in the Zicklin SchooI of
Business it ranges from 50 students to
300 depending on the discipline. When The chart indicates that the current majority of classrooms is 35 students, however in the new acad-
a professor teaches a jumbo course. the ernie complex the majority of classrooms will be 50. (research by Vanessa Witenko, graph by Julie
professors workload IS reduced from- Adams.
4
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Bigger Building Brings Bigger Classrooms
Future -
New Bldg.
225
Continuedfrom front
25 dub offices in the: 360 PAS building to 17
c lub offices I n the: new academic complex - half
l)f \\ hat other CUNY senior colleges provide.
Baruch. Hunter, Brooklyn, and Queens College
each hav ~ 0\ er 100 clubs and organizations.
Hunter has 35 club offices, Brooklyn has 30.
and Queens has 30 in addition to two private
rooms \\ ith four to six cubicles in each room.
"\\'e: are adding more: space in the summer
time for clubs:' said Lorraine: Giordano from
the Office of Student Life.
Throughout the 0~11 house. the Baruch
Administration spoke of their genuine concern
for their students. "You are the most important
e lernent in our development." said Strickler.
Space has a direct effect on student develop-
ment. When people fed physically restricted
they become mentally restricted. Baruch stu-
dents alreadv suffer from the negative effects of
. ~
too link space. and the situation will only get
\\ orse in the new building, At present. three
dubs work in one office. ranging from 120-225
<quare feet. Room 1435. of the 360 PAS build-
ing is home to the Caribbean Student
vssociation. the Table Tennis Club. and the
West Indian Cultural Club. On a Thursday dur-
mg clubs hours. the tension in the room is
apparent as the different dubs compete to be
heard 0\ er one another.
"When there are too many people in one room
~ ou can't do work, that's one reason why dubs
are d) ing.' said club member Fatima Ali. "It
gets too loud. w hen there are five conversations
gOing on at once.
Clubs being sandw iched together is only one
dilemma for socially active students. but six
fraternities and sororities will no longer be part
..fBaruch "If we don't get a room. then we're
going to die out:' said Giancarlo Delia vice-
president of Gamma Rho.
The fraternities and sororities are barred from
hav mg offices In the: new academic complex.
because they are exclusi ve. "By their very
charter. they {the students} have to be accept-
cd." said Carl AI) man. Director of Student
Life. ----
Fhe fraternities respond b) sa) ing that they
l)n!~ \\ ant to get to know the students "We just
\\ ant to ma ke sure the: like hang ing out \\. ith
u-." said Danny Tang. one of the Gamma Rho
brothers . \\ c nev a dropped an: one.' added
l ic lia
Dc lia and Tang pointed to a picture of their
1ruterm t"\ brothers. In the picture. \\ ere men of
all nauonalit ics Indian. (j reek, Spanish. Polish.
I U!~,U' and Asian
·\\L arc more diverse than the Multi-cultural
( luh.·· said Iklia
Although socially acuv e students face new
limitations. the mox c to the new building "\\ III
also hav c major effects on education at Baruch.
ctfecting faculty. administrators, and students
.,\ hcthcr acu \ e on campus or not.
vccordinz to StC\ en V. u. from buildings and
~ ~
..
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raised the $420 among themselves. given that
the auctionees mainly bought each other.
With or without the help of others, this team
of philanthropic students was determined to
raise the much-needed money; and that they
did. As a result, no price can be placed on such
a team of benevolent individuals.
on Chinese history during WWII, "In the Name
of Emperor" easily aroused responses from the
audience. It was a comparatively conservative
film as there were only a few sensational
Images.
Perhaps the producer did not want too many
cruel pictures that will send a shiver down
one's spine. Due to this historical incident.
many elder Chinese who suffered during
Japanese invasion have an antipathy for Japan.
While people reminisce the history and leave
behind historical tragedies, what should be left
and what should not? People can forgive but
not forget.
Right and wrong is for history to judge, how-
ever, not airing one's dirty laundry in public is
the fixed attitude of Japan's government when
it comes to the issue of the Nanking Massacre.
It is regrettable that the Japanese government
has yet to make an apology. Japanese savage
imperialism has a tarnished reputation: howev-
er. distorting the history only further harms the
Japanese government's reputation more. It is
doubtful that the Japanese government will be
able to stand up straight in front of the interna-
tional community after the truth is known.
Eventually. the people of Japan become the
scapegoat of the former imperialist govern-
ment.
According to the personal experience of
Nicholas Aleyandor Lent, a. senior at Baruch.
, "Though~-the younger"generations '~in' .JaPan
[felt] regretful about this historical incident, it's
stilI not pervasively known in Japan.
Furthermore. not too many people In the
international community have the same acade-
mic background in Asian history as Lent.
Therefore. Japanese government is obligated to
promulgate the correct history based on the
truth and apologize to Chinese among the inter-
national community.
Asking for the apology from Japan is not
retaliating; the apology from the Japanese gov-
ernment wou Id be symbolic in reminding
human beings of this bitter historical lesson.
The river of time keeps flowing and people
are forgetful. Therefore. we need to remind our
descendents of shameful historical events,
including the Holocaust on Jews, so that they
will avoid making the same mistake.
the
to
"The reasons for
Japanese soldiers
kill and to rape were
simply for fun or for
obeying the order from
the top commanders... "
towards any restaurant of his choice. The sec-
ond highest bidder, Wilson Liu, received a $20
gift certificate towards Loews Song Theatre.
The third prize was a $20 gift certificate toward
Saint Alps Teahouse.
Although proceeds were supposed 10 go to a
charity, Baruch students were still hesitant in
contributing to this worthy cause. The BASU
A heart-wrenching documentary film based
Child with mutilated left arm.
(Photolsokam.flysatum.com)
i<=."
.».:.t·
-e, "'-.
Members of BASU : (clockwise) Karl Ngok, Shirley Moy, Alice Lim and Elizabeth Mo
(photol Shirley Mey)
pictures and witnessed by many foreign corre-
spondents and ambassadors during WWII in
China. A professor teaching history in a uni-
versity in Japan explained that the critical rea-
son for the Japanese government's denial was
the potential economic pressures of enormous
compensation.
. Nanking Massacre, all the while distorting the
truth. The educational department in Japan
blinded the school children by revising the his-
tory materials to conceal the truth behind the
Japan's evasion of China and the Nanking
"Massacre. Wrongly disseminated history of
WWII by the Japanese government made the
Chinese irritated and triggered discontent. A
storm of complaints from Chinese people
around the world denounced the Japanese gov-
ernment's claims. Fortunately, the facts of
Nanking Massacre were recorded in films and
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This one-hour documentary film gave the
audience an in-depth encounter with the grue-
some massacre. .
In 1937, invading Japanese forces started
approaching Nanking, the former capital of
China The population drain had started before
the Japanese forces' arrival, however, only the
wealthy and the government officials had the
means to evacuate. The disadvantaged com-
moners such as the poor, women, children, and
the elders did not have a chance to flee. Though
there were a few foreign-sponsored makeshift
shelters called ....safety zones," they could not
fit the numerous refugees. Nanking immediate-
ly lost its luster and turned into a state of wide-
spread chaos.
After the Japanese army entered the city on
December 13, the brutal massacre began to
open up.
"The reasons for "the Japanese soldiers to kill
and to rape were simply for fun or for obeying
the order from the top commanders," recalled a
Japanese veteran interviewed in this film. In
order to eradicate dissidents in the city, the
Japanese soldiers summoned many Chinese
people. They were never to come back. These
soldiers were savage, cruel killers who had the
streets of the entire city coated with fresh
blood. Countless corpses pervaded Nanking,
and the chance to survive was nearly zero.
Many slaughters occurring on a larger scale
·continued.' " ..--- _ - " .-_. __ -.-
One of the issues addressed in this film was
that of the "comfort women." These women
were treated as sexual slaves in the Japan's mil-
itary camp, and are currently living their
remaining years with physical and psychologi-
cal scars. Comfort women were decoyed into
the military camp from Korea and forced to
work as military prostitutes to satisfy the sexu-
al urge of approximately 50 soldiers a day,
even when pregnant. These women remain
afflicted with the after-effects of the sexual
exploitation even today.
Stirring up courage they finally disclosed the
story openly and asked for apologies as well as
just compensation from the Japanese govern-
ment.
Years after the war, many major political fig-
ures in Japan still deny the reality of the
ried themselves with grace and personal style.
It came as no surprise that these students were
pleasing to the eye, since most of them were
models for the BASU Fashion Show.
The Master of Ceremony was Karl Ngok,
president of the Chinese Students Association
and a model for the BASU Fashion Show. He
not only caught the audience's attention with.
his stunning physique, but managed to maintain
it with his alluring charm and clever humor.
When asked why he was participating in the
auction.., Ngok jokingly responded. "I'm look-
ing for one night of endless passion!" Perhaps
Ngok already knows what a gem he is since he
bought himself at the auction.
The bidding started at $5 and reached a stag-
gering $150. Moy, the much-favored auctionee..
was bought at $150 by her fellow auctionee,
Jack Yao.
The top three bidders were given prizes for .
their generous donations. Yao, the highest bid
der, received the first prize, a gift .certificate
By Yi Ling
Contributing Writer
Setting aside the political barriers
and cross-strait tensions between Taiwan and
China. the people of both sides strike a com-
mon chord regarding a historical happening
during WWII.
While the internationally unforgettable
Holocaust happened in Europe, a forgotten
Holocaust in China was "the Nanking
Massacre (also known as "the Rape of
Nanking"). Over 300,000 defenseless Chinese
people were brutally slain by Japanese soldiers;
nonetheless, the Nanking Massacre has been
far less known in the international community.
Based on this massacre, "In the Name of
A prostitute or a -comfOrt woman-during
~e Japanese invasion of 1937.
(photo/sokam.flysaturn.com)
Emperor" is a documentary film whose pro-
ducer is a Chinese-American named Christine
Choy. It was screened on the 7 floor
Conference Room of the William & Anita
Newman Library on March 29, 2001.
According to Violet Seung, a counselor from
the Student Development Center, "this film is
screened to educate particularly the you.ng
Chinese Americans in Baruch College about
this occurrence [in] Chinese history while other
ethnic groups were also welcome to join."
Sponsored by the Women of Color, this doc-
umentary film successfully attracted more than
45 Baruch members to take a closer look at this
historical episode.
-----
A Worthy Cause Ignored
Film Screening Throws Light on Chinese Holocaust
On Thursday, April 5 2001, the Baruch Asian
Student Union presented its annual Charity
Date Auction. The participating BASU clubs
included the Asian Cultural Exchange, the
Asian Student Association, the Chinese Student
Association. the Filipino American Club, and
the Kappa Phi Alpha Sorority.
The event which was organized by Shirley
Moy, an active member of the Asian Cultural
i.xchangc and Kappa Phi Aipha Sorority. rdlS~u
a marvelous $420. All of the proceeds were'
donated to the Cammy Lee Leukem ia
Foundation. This organization addresses the
growing need of recruiting more Asian Pacific
Islander and minority volunteers for bone mar-
row and stem cell donations.
The auctionees consisted of eight striking ly
gorgeous ladies and eleven eye-catching gen-
tlemen, all of whom were well-dressed and car-
By H. Julia Sanassi
Contributing Writer
I •
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9Computer/Monitor for Sale - $3~O.
333Mhz CyriX II MMX processor, 4.3
GB HO, 32x CD, Windows 98, Word
97, 15" NEC Monitor.
MINT ,CONDITION. Call 917-591-
0061 or email alkaps@yahoo.com
Black 5 piece furniture SET.
Semi-circle shaped. Really cute and
elegant. Includes: 3 pieces of couch,
1 coffee table, 1 small table.
CHEAP, cheap...$499 ONLY.
Email: Rbxxxxx@aol.com
(Ramona Baratian)
-----------------------------------------~-------
Part-time receptionist
Perfect college job! Answering
phones, UPS, greeting customers
and clients. 25/hours per week, flexible
hours. Please email resume to:
kjenkins@Phase2Media.com
Needed: -2 Intern programmers with
good knowledge of C++ for a CIsea
start-up project. Contact Salim @
(917) 577-0700 and email your
resume to danyaal@aol.com.
Medical Biller
2 doctors' prestigious office in
Manhattan. Must be experienced and
detail oriented. Pleasant working
conditions. Benefits. "No Saturdays.
Fax resume to:
(718) 796-8111 or (212) 799-0735.
Go to N:b Sites and
"-. ~te'--desl!dpt; UUJ~-ctbioot
the site. 12/hr. Get
det:ai1.s at WNW.~
bilestuff . COla!jobs
or· 718 .. 387.0705
"I didn't know anything about Golden Key" Se~ennifer Ding is currently the
'lefore this conference except that it was an Executive Vice President. Her involvement
honors society and the focus was commu.nity with Golden Key began even before she was
service. This weekend gave me the chance to qualified for membership. During her sopho-
see the different aspects of Golden Key. I had .more year, she participated ~ New York Cares"
such a great time that I became so motivated to Day, Shadow Days and Campus Awareness.
get more involved!" said junior Joann After she was inducted she was elected as Vice
Tsempelis. President of Administration and then as presi-
Aaron had not been considered for the dent the following semester.
Advisory Award for the last II years because "1 don't know anyone who deserves the
he was serving as a member of the Golden regional student leadership award more than
Key's International Council. However, his Jennifer. She is a very dedicated student who
immeasurable dedication and contribution to has made many contributions to this chapter.
the chapter were acknowledged immediately We're very proud ofher," said Dean Aaron.
after he became eligible this year. "I think Golden Key was a great opportunity
Aaron founded the Baruch chapter in 1989 . for me to get involved in student life on cam-
and has served as the faculty advisory ever pus. I've always been involved in volunteer
since. "Dean Aaron deserves all the recogni- activities and it's nice to be in a leadership posi-
tion he received because ofall he has done for tion where I can help expose other"people to the
Golden Key. He is truly a remarkable individ- rewards of community service, II said Ding.
ual," said Winnie Chin, who wrote the Jetter of Golden Key Baruch will be attending the
nomination. International Convention in August, which will
"Working-with the quality of Golden Key stu- be held in Dallas, Texas. "We hope to come
dent leaders that I have had the opportunity to back from the internationals with more honors.
work with has been enough reward in itself. I It felt great to come back from the regional as a
-believe in the organization. I have given my winner but I think more importantly, we devel-
best as chapter advisor and academic advisor oped a bond within our own chapter. This new
and am proud to see what this chapter has cohesiveness is going to help us achieve anoth-
become," said Aaron. er successful year," said Son.
express yourself!
~~..~ _-=--::-_~ .,..__~_~ ."-'> ,-.~·,-'-'~.1." ~J" .: _: _ ..... _ • .- ..... ::._ •• t: ..~ _ ...
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Make (1 Difference
guage, build up your resume, take part in a
Write For The Ticker•••
dynamic organization's functioning, or just to
...to strengthen your grasp on the English lao-
v
RonAaron, received the 'Best Advisor of the
Year Award' and Jennifer Ding received the
'Best Regional Student Leader Award.' The
Baruch Chapter of the Golden Key
International Honor Society set a new regional
record, walking off with four awards including
the top three major honors.
"We don't do what we do for the trophies and
medals. But it is nice to be recognized for our
efforts and it keeps us motivated to do even
\ more. I'm really proud that we've been recog-
nized for our accomplishments and I think we
earned a lot of respect from the other schools,"
said Son.
The delegates of Golden Key Baruch attend-
ed th-e 200 I Eastern Regional Conference from
March 23-25, which was hosted by Temple
University in Philadelphia For three days, all
the chapters making up the eastern region con-
gregated for .their annual weekend event.
Baruch marked their presence with the most
number of delegates (16) from any chapter in
their matching blue and gray Baruch T-shirts.
This year's theme, Revolutionary Leadership,
encouraged all participants to enhance leader-
ship skills. develop new friendships with stu-
dents from the other schools and learn more
about Golden Key and their responsibility as
officers.
T'o register Of- for 1110re illforn}.(tliou.. please send an email to
...- goldenkey_baruch@hotmaiL£oDl.
fA"')D "t forget - aU al~e welcome - you dou·t huve to
be a rnernber of Gorden Key to' participate !
And we 'would love to see you there!
<~ .
tYq ~~O'
Ne'W' Ycrrk; Cares Spring Cleafi'Up Day
(Yn Sa~uTday)May 5th l.)undreds of volunteers v.,rili gather ro
r.eviealize Nev.--' York City public parks! You """ill 'be planting trees
and gardens or cleariing up park and play spaces f01" childreo. It
9s
all al)out" cearrr w<)t'k.H
Baruch's Golden Key Chapter Locks O.ut Competition
By Xao Kin
::ontributing Writer
"This next award goes to a chapter that has
demonstrated exceptional dedication and hard
work to maintain an active role on its campus.
Their yearbook documents all the activities and
programs that they have run this past year.
They are never satisfied with achieving the
minimum standard, but always do more than
what is expected of them and do it well." As
these words were being spoken by Bruce
Webb, regional director of the Eastern Regional
Conference, everyone seemed to be holding
their breath in anxious anticipation.
"This year's Most Outstanding Chapter
Award goes to Baruch College!" Screams and
shouts of surprise and pleasure erupted from
the right hand comer of the room as Chapter
President Moah Son walked up to the podium
for the second time tnar' evening to accept the
award most coveted by each chapter.
This marked the second consecutive year that
Baruch won this great honor and the delegates
congratulated each other with fierce hugs.
Baruch had already won the award for 'Best
Information Tables' earlier for their tireless
efforts to promote the organization on campus.
But the night was not over. Dean of students,
tt- --
~ .
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Credibility Question
"imbecile" reference. This information I share
By Michael Ferrarella is something to which I was a witness. The
promise was given to calm -down tensions and
Apparently some readers are baffled and to convince Mr. LoPinto to leave the premises
aggravated as to why I, a Copy Editor, overly before tensions arose any further. That this
criticize Menachem "the Madman" Green's event ever occurred is unthinkable. Writing an
Op-Ed errors, instead of simply correcting Op-Eds piece leaves a writer open to comments
them myself. As those who read the paper and criticisms ofall sorts. Mr. LoPinto must be
more than once in a blue moon realize, the sec- aware of this, undoubtedly having read Op-Ed
tion I devote my time to is the Asylum. Thus, articles in the past. Mr. LoPinto mentions that
it becomes clear where my copy editing slo"Us "Part of being responsible and professional is
are employed- to owe up to your mistakes" and wonders if the
This being said, it becomes necessary to point Ticker is "so arrogant that they cannot admit
oullbal"" Mr. MemrdIem was on the recei"mz -- wIlDt tJw,1 QI1!e lf1RlIJig. .. GiVCII tJac a;eality of.the
end of- an utiWaiTaitted attack by Anthony .sitwltion, Mr. LoPinto· tDay--wistt -to~
LoPinto in tile April 2 issue of The Ticker. both statements as applies to himself.
During this attack, Mr. LoPinto shows a lack of Mr. LoPinto concludes his writing with two
understanding as to how the Op-Eds section nonsensical statements. He claims that Mr.
works, along with an incorrect recollection of. Menachem's wQ!ings are to be taken as "the
past events. actions and beliefs ofall the TIcker." It appears
In his piece, Mr. LoPinto claims that as the that Mr. LoPinto has never taken the opportu-
Op-Eds editor, Mr. Menachem "has ,Q duty to nity to read the box at the bottom ofthe Op-Eds
only publish articles that are...non-offensive. " page that states, "The opinions expressed.: are
I inquire as to which world Mr. LoPinto is liv- those ofthe individual writers, and do not nee-
ing in? The whole point of the Op-Eds section essorily represent the opinions of the Ticker
is SO one call state his ()1' her opinions, which editorialstaff" He further sticks his foot in his
very well may be offensive to some people. If mouth by stating that Mr. Menaehem discredits
you are looking for writings that will never be , the Ticker and the lack of attempts to stop Mr.
offensive, read the bloody Sesame Street Menachem from doing so "shows that they are
Magazine. behind him' every step of the way" You are
Mr. LoPinto complains about being referred absolutely correct that we are _behind him.
to as an "imbecile" in the March 12 issue of Menachem Green does not discredit the Ticker
The Ticker. While I have spoken ad nauseum in any way, and rather brings credit to the Op-
about being referred to as an "imbecile," Mr. Eds section by causing a reader, Mr. LoPinto,
LoPinto fails to recall that he is not the only to react so strongly to something written.
one to whom the reference was made. The I take umbrage to Mr. Lof'into's attempt to
direct quote from the writing is: "I suggest thai besmirch the good standing of Menachem
everyone read Ms. Neira s response (page /5) Green with such a contemptuously impertinent
to these two imbeciles. " This quote is referring piece of writing. If you are so against the
to both Mr. LoPinto and myself. Ticker, Mr. LoPinto, then why do you submit
Another cor-olaint of Mr. LoPinto is that the writings for publication? Perhaps this ~tire
Ticker 'jailed to fulfill the ir promise" to make rant is to simply bring attention to yourself.
an apology for Mr. Menachem's "bad choice of Regardless of the reasorr for its writing, Mr.
words." The Ticker is painted as the 'bad guy' LoPinto's entire article is the biggest piece of
here. What Mr. LoPinto fails to recall are the equine excreternent that has seen print in the
events leading to the promise. After reading Op-Eds section of the Ticker. Now you know,
Mr. Menachem's Editor's Note from issue 3, and knowing is half the battle.
Mr. LoPinto entered the "Ticker office and
threatened him with bodily harm due to what
was written - this being the above-mentioned
.TtI'S-gIl·
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed artid~ is contmgent.upon~ editorial board vote. Le!ters
must be no more than 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropnate, names WIll be WIthheld upon request.. Wnters
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity, Address all, opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor. .
The Vatican Becomes Pro Choice
Menachem Green and Nelly Neira
.
The summer is finally here. When the summer bits Ne~York that usually means that there is
~ sw~ of peoplew~1lI'OUIld half-naked: -What that means f« muples i5 that jeaIeasy is
In the air".Men ~d women usually tend to feel different when it comes to checking'out other
people besides their panners.or so we think. .
In the Mind of Meoi
When it comes to looking at pretty women other then our significant others, we tend to think
it is perfectly fine. When we see beauty w.e take notice of it. It does not make us perverts and
it does not mean that we are unsatisfied with our girlfriends and that we do not love them. All
It means is that the other girl is pleasant to look at. Often I feel that women think that "ifa man
looks at another girl then surely one day be will come to cheat on me." This is just totally absurd.
Looking and touching are two different things. Anyone that would break up a relationship
because of this sort ofjealousy is insecure. It is this insecurity that would break up the relation-
ship. not the wandering eyes!
I n the Mind of WOlDen:
Women do you ever.catch your partner's eyes wondering about? Does it irritate, annoy, and
even offend you? If you answered yes, then you too are a victim of someone's insensitivity.
Time and time again this indiscreet attempt at cheap thrill is justified by the offender with the
remark "hey, it's human nature." which in part is true. Yet, it should also be acknowledged that
man) things that are in our nature could be controlled. It doesn't take much to turn one's face
away from a half-naked slut for someone you so-call vlove." As Marcie Dumont, a Baruch stu-
dent said, "1 understand males look at other women and that women look at good looking men.
The point is that they should not do it in front of each other out of respect, It makes your part-
ner feel that they don't look good enough to keep your attention, which is a surface reaction to
something deeper. A fear that their mate might go out and cheat while they are there providing
for most of his/hers. needs - it's psychological."
Women should not put up with the disrespect that is shown when one's beauty is overlooked
for someone else's exposed goods. For many of us Jealousy can be a nightmare, and acts of
Insensitivity like the one above can bring out the "green-eyed monster" within us. This rage of
Jealousy exposes our hidden insecurities, making us resentful, possessive, and at times vulnera-
, ble. Yes, jealousy too is' only natural and can be controlled; however, it becomes much harder
when constantly provoked by our inconsiderate significant other. It is not amusing to have one's
feelings toyed with for our partners' selfishdesires to feed their egos.
Now. it is a different story when both partners set their boundaries on what is and isn't proper
behavior with the opposite sex and something like checking out another person is okay. Then
there is no justification for jealousy, for you've made it okay in your relationship. Nevertheless,
when no boundaries have been set and love and trust has been given, there should be no wan-
dering eyes for anyone other than your partner. Your lover should be enough. If you feel other-
wise, then you are not mature enough to even have someone for you'll only cause them harm.
These conflicting views on the admiration of the sluttish creatures that surround us in the sum-
mertime can surely cause a strain.on one's relationship, very often leading to its extinction.
In conclusion:
The battle of the sexes will never end. Men and women will never understand each other; that
is, until the two try to meet somewhere in the middle. ..
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Lost andfound
The new Academic Complex is set to debut this fall thanks to the efforts
ofpast and present Baruch College administrators.
Perhc:ps it should come as no surprise that because ofthese individuals,
the Complex will open a few years behind schedule, with more room for
everyone!
Except the students.
Back in 1995, Lois Cronholm, then Baruch College provost, was in charge
ofdesigning the Academic Complex. This dedicated individual had only the
students' best interests at heart.
Hoping to lure and retain professors, Cronholm decided to increase fac-
ZlZ!)' office space inside the Academic Complex from the CU_NY standard 120
squarefeet to 132 square feet.
Such a move should be commended... but not hv us. Perhaps the question
- ~.
that begs to be asked is. where did the extra space come from? Or rather;
where H'as it taken from ?
On a completely separate note, when plans for the ne"Y1/ Academic
Complex vvere revealed to the public, it became evident that students activ-
it), space had been cut b); 50 percent and club office space had been slashed
by 32 percent.
~~TO~t' wait ... ifstudents and clubs have lost so much space, where did it go?
We hear that aside from the new Academic Complex, the 8th wonder ofthe
world, Baruch has now added another new building to its growing campus.
The annex building, located next to the William and Anita Newman
Library, is set to accommodate The Admissions Center.
Although there will still be an Admissions Office taking up much ofthe 7
floor ofthe Newman Library building, it appears that Baruch has a need to
recruit more students.
Although that s not a bad idea, it should not even be considered to be a
smart one. How do you expect to fit more students in a space that appears
to be getting smaller and smaller by the week? Although the new Complex
will be the largest academic building in the United States, it s not a clown
car.
Maybe the new students will be needed to fill up the 150 or so seats that
will be available in all those so-calledjumbo classes. Although we cannot
say how or where these new students will be put, we can be assured that pro-
fessors will certainly have enough space to see them all.
"This is just the beginning, this is where all the
hard work starts. "
- Kaleem Qureshi,
President-elect ofthe Undergraduate Student Government
,12
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Help Me Ticker!
Franck. Mongbe
. ,~<: ~ : ~:. £ ~
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By K. Jack
their high salaries. If Mr. Green really paid
attention to my article, he would have under-
stood that I was not opposed to their nigh
This article is in response to all the other salaries, but rather the fact that their high
flimsy responses to my March 19 article, salaries are rarely a topic of discussion as
"Jealous of our Athletes," specifically Mr. opposed to athletes.
Green and James McCullen. I noted that a possible reason for this might
First of all, my article was edited without my be the fact that the media does not like to see
knowledge and some of my thoughts were mis- young black millionaires. The logic is as fol-
represented. For background, the main objec- lows: most athletes are either black or Hispanic
tive of that article was to explain why athletes and the media and some people do not particu-
get paid as high as they do. I am a realist and larly like the fact that they own mansions and
we live in a capitalist society governed by sup- sailboats. Apparently, this rocked the boat of
ply and demand economics, hence skilled Mr. Green and a fellow named James
workers get paid higher than unskilled work- McCullen. In McCullen's April 2 article he
ers. It is reasonable for one to be bothered with summarized my article as ..nothing more than
teachers making significantly less than athletes yet another black 'we are oppressed' whine-
_,make, huU.di.d,)l.9t...m~_~-1tll~ Q[I.QJjust!Q'.to _Y~J. ~,~ __~r. _Green ended his editorial "master-
survive-4t. ,-Ballplayers are in higher demand .piece" with his__tbQ~['!ciras-'7'r;f~s--;;OT-~--~'
than teachers. and, therefore, get higher always everyone against the minorities. "
salaries. When one is young he or she is If either' of these guys thinJc that racism does
advised to learn a skill that will help them get not exist then they must believe in Santa Claus
a good paying job and athletes have perfected and the Easter bunny. Mr. Green should real-
a highly sought after skill. So why should peo- ize that the term "minority" is outdated for it
pie hate them? They followed the rules and are implies that Blacks, Hispanics and Asians are
benefiting from it. inferior to Caucasians and it is factually inac-
I also noted that most athletes are subject to .curate. Unless he believes that he should
harassment in regards to how much they make refrain from using that term,
compared to what they do. However, entertain- Ladies and Gentlemen that are not Caucasian,
ers like Barbara Striesand and John Travolta, when you can't get a cab on the streets or are
who get paid handsomely for lousy records and watched constantly in 8: store, remember the
movies respectively, do not get that treatment unforgettable words of your fellow students,
This notion apparently did not float Mr. Menachem Green and~CsMcCullen. Fellas
Green's boat. He is obviously a big fan of the ifyou believe that B~~ics,.~doth-
"Look Who's Talking" movies or "Battlefield ers arc whi~.thenbilVe.~balls or chutzpah
Earth." In his March 26 article, he commented to come out with your white robes and
that Ms. Striesand and Mr. Travolta help create swastikas. . ". '.
jobs just like athletes so they should get paid
In the Eyes of a Realist
then instructed the dean of the Weisman
School of Arts and Sciences, Alexandra
Logue to create a committee, which first
didn't meet but once a semester but now
has done a fair amount of work.
Now, there is a student orga-
nized committee, F.R.E.E., which is ded-
icated to reinstating the Black and
Hispanic Studies Department and
increasing the ethnic faculty population
at Baruch in general. For more infonna-
tion you can contact them by email at
sayeethnicstudies@onebox,com or by
voice (212) 894-3474, extension 8732.
Peace.
By Hasani Gittens, Inspiration by
Dave Martinez
living, how they are treated, or even worse, if
they have a say in their future? No. You, like
many others assume that freedom in this coun-
try is given to anyone, but that is the farthest
from the truth. You ask, "If this is all true then
why do they not pay respect to America?"
Well, maybe its because it is not true! Besides,
why should we "praise" this land? Is America
some type of God?
This country. "The .Land of the Free," is
nothing but a mere mirage of an idealized soci-
ety that your forefathers thought of for them-
selves. When an immigrant comes here, they
do not become birds and exercise any rights,
rather they close their wings and keep their
heads down. They are not automatically wel-
comed, nor given the right to look for decent
jobs. ' Everyone-m~ eadure.aa.endless. wait
for qualifying papers, stamps; and interviews in
order to have a case pendant in immigration
offices. Some people come here on visas that
expire and the wait kills all their chances to
stay. Others get married to become citizens,
and yet people wonder why there are so many
divorces; and then there are those foreigners
who, because of strict laws concerning residen-
cy and citizenship, wait for 10 to 20 years to
just be allowed to have a legal job.
On this thought I would like to bring light on
illegal immigrants and the injustices they are
faced with. There are millions of people in this
country who have lived here for years and have
worked extremely hard to become citizens, If
we get sick, we have to payout of our crummy
$ 4.50 salary because we have no protection
from anyone but ourselves. If we want to give
our children an education, then we must work
hard for it, because no matter how smart the
child is they will not get much financial aid.
Did you know that in order to get a scholarship
you must be a legal resident? Who cares ifyou
invented the cure for AIDS, do you have papers
is the question. It doesn't matter if you have
lived here for 12 years, or that you nave filed
your taxes every year. All that matters is if you
have a piece of paper saying "you are a citi-
zen." If we get beaten or exploited at work, we
cannot afford to quit. Not to mention the type
of jobs we are obliged to take (scrubbing toi-
lets, cleaning other people's stuff, driving taxis,
or taking care of spoiled children).
Experience is my guide and trust me, seeing
my parents go through such turmoil has done
nothing but made me embrace my original cul-
ture even more and that is why many immi-
grants are not patriotic to this nation. How
could we be if we are treated like gum stuck on
the bottom of America"s shoe? So when you,
like many others, ponder why we do not go
back to our home, well, it is because we are too
busy trying to save money to do just that. We
naively believe in the fairy tales of the
"American Dream" only to realize the harsh
reality of life. We do not come and "just sit
here and praise [our] native country.' We
arrive here to sweat and break our backs in,
order to accumulate a small capital to go home.
So don't you worry, we mow we are not wel-
comed here and we will leave soon enough.
"line" of the budget. When those lines
are removed, there is no money to pay a
professor. Thus, the Black and Hispanic
Department currently only has enough to
pay the two full-time professors it cur-
rently has. Tile transferring of the lines
into other departments only indicated the
commitment the Baruch Administration
has to maintaining Black and Hispanic
Studies as a fully functioning department.
Also, in fall of 2000 Dr. Arthur Lewin,
one of the full-time professors in Black
and Hispanic Studies, was asked to step
down as the chair of the department.
President Ned Regan was pressed to fix
this problem and handed off responsibili-
ty 10 acting Provost Myrna Chase. Chase
Hi Christine,
To-start, you can talk about how the
Black and Hispanic department last year,
in Spring 2000 lost a total of three pro-
fessors: Dr. Hank Wilson and Dr. Tucker
retired, and Dr. Marta Vega resigned after
being denied tenure. No professors were
hired as replacements therefore only
three full-time professors were left in the
department. To officially qualify as a
'''department'' there must be five full-time
professors.
Then, the three "lines" for those profes-
sors' salaries were transferred to other
departments. In Baruch, budgets are sec-
tioned into "lines." Each allotment of
~ money to go to pay a professor is one
~
America Your God
By Anonymous
This is a response to America is Beautiful by
an illegal immigrant who wishes to share some
wisdom and remain anonymous.
I would like to begin by stressing that you
are in every right to believe what you want
about your beloved nation, but I do not think it
is fair that you neglect facts about the situations
that immigrants face everyday in this paradise.
It is these facts that has lighted my fire and thus
driven me to write this response, in which I will
like to focus on the illegal immigrant and why
we do not pay homage to your God, or
America, as you call it.
I feel it is necessary to make a clear distinc-
tion 'betweerr the types of-immtgraflts -that·actu-
ally exist. In my point of view, there are basi-
cally two types of immigrants: those who want
to go back to their country and those who do
not. The ones that love America, and feel'
"indebted" to it like David Martinez said, are
the ones that are most patriotic to this nation.
They appreciate the right to vote, unlike many
actual citizens. One of the reasons for this is
that most of those immigrants that came here
3().years ago were welcomed and immigration
laws were flexible. They were the ones that
were able to break through barriers and really
live the American Dream. They indeed are
extremely loyal to this country and have raised
their kids to be so as well. I do not condemn
them for being grateful. It is only human
nature to be thankful for such struck of luck.
What many fail to realize is the fact that other
immigrants exist, which unfortunately, do not
have it so easy, The recent immigrants are not
so lucky. Our lives are restricted but still we
hang on to the little we haye, We come here to
work. make money and then go back to our
countries. Through this article, I will use the
word "immigrants" to refer to my kind, the ille-
gal immigrant.
You begin by saying how you wish people
here had more love for this beloved nation,
such as immigrants from other countries do for
theirs. You stress your annoyance at the fact
that immigrants do not pay "respect to
'America," I figured that when you wrote this,
you were lacking insight ofwhatAmerica actu-
ally is and who the immigrants actually are. To
sum up my words, as David Martinez said him-
self, "you and your article .or are both very
ignorant."
You assume that in America, immigrants are
automatically "free" and that they can "thrive"
to achieve a higher status. You also automati-
cally th.ink that we come here, are welcomed
and that everything is fine and dandy. I agree
that the main reason why people come to the
shores of this great nation is because they hope
for a better tomorrow for themselves and their
families. Although this it true for most cases,
there are countless of us immigrants that, sadly
enough, do not reach ,such high aspirations.
America has "something special to offer"
right? Excuse me for asking but do you walk"
around and ask' immigrants what they do for a
j
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a software application with past exam ques-
tions as well as audio cassettes and CD-Roms
for students to study at nome. In addition" there
are also "in-class practice exams [that] teach
timing and test taking skills. tf
Becker Conviser invites CPA candidates to sit
in the first two classes without obligation, pro-
vides them a free repeat for-the next kmester if
they do 110t pass and offers a 50 percent dis-
count to those transferring from its competi-
tors' review courses.
Besides the benefits of taking the review
course, Olinto mentioned changes in state
licensing laws that may soon take effect.
Students found Olinto's presentation very
informative and appreciated the tips and heads-:
up he offered. According to Olinto, New York
State is considering the ISO-hour rule require-
ment that many other states already have. The
rule is that to sit for the exam, a candidate must
study for five years, instead of the usual four
college years. One benefit of this, says Olinto,
is that it boosts up the CPA license's reputation.
Economi cs may also be added as another part
of the exam.
"Take it and get it over w ith." advises Olinto.
"I'Il definitely sign up for all four." said Joan,
a part-time accounting major. "It's good for me
because I know I'd like to go to Florida, so 1
know I don't have to worry." According to
Olinto, a CPA candidate who passes '}II four
parts in one shot, preferably the first time, are
able to practice accounting nationwide, as
opposed to only the state he or she ta:kes less-
On April 16~ Bhagwati, a professor of eco- most recent book, The Wind of the Hundred
nomies and pclitKel seieftee at' CehHR9ia INJw,.a 'iQ1leaigg ofciSaj'i&boIlt gJobalizatioQ
Universif,YdeliVerea IUs -recture -on-1iow-the-- - and 1mw.-1tIe elinton adfuiDisttation- misman-
press covers global trade to approximately )()() aged it and, thereby, caused the Asian financial
Baruch students, faculty and outside guests at crisis, was published in 2000.
the 25th Street Conference Center. The Using the bilateral free trade agreements that
Financial Times describes Bhagwati as "the are being signed constantly between the United
world's. most capable scholarly defender of lib- States and other countries, Bhagwati laid out
eral trade-cone of the world's leading trade the obstacles those small countries and small
theorists-who also happens to be a gifted
economist and passionate writer." Bhagwati's See BHAGWATI, Page 17
By MacoUvie Jean-Francois
Acting Business Editor
Rarely do students respond so well to speak-
ers going on about accounting-related topics.
But if you're Peter Olinto, a Becker Conviser
instructor and a Baruch professor, students will
not only listen, they will flock allover you after
the event to ask for more.
On April 5, the endgetic Olinto addressed
approximately 50 students, telling them about
all the pros of. taking the Certified Public
Accountant review course that Becker
Conviser offers at an event organized by the
Accounting Society.
"There's no doubt in my mind that you guys
are gonna kick butt," said Olinto, a CPA him-
self. With language like that to boost their con-
fidence, no wonder students physically perked
up to hear all the different options they have
when taking the exam.
Historically, Baruch students who take the
Becker Conviser review course have scored
very high on the CPA exam. In 1999 and 2000~
the top-scoring student in New York State was
a Baruch student.
Linda Zhang had the highest score in the state
last year. She said of the review-course. "The
materials are well organized and the instructors
are exceptional.. [Their} experience and
enthusiasm helped me to go through the tough-
est time and helped me pass all four pans 1n
one sitting."
Becker Conviser's review course consists of
128 hours of classroom training. With 15 loca-
tions in New York, the company also provides
classes on the weekends and on weeknights.
The.tools instructors use include textbooks and
REVIEW
The United States press is not balanced in its
coverage- of' ii1tanmtOlmt trilde -rssaes;--sai'ct-
Jagdish Bhagwati, an eminent economist.
Bhagwati stated that the mainstream press
la.cks perspective in its coverage because
reporters concentrate too much on the United
States' view and not enough on other nations'
views.
"That is a perspective you do not get here,"
said Bhagwati. "You never, ever get that per-
spective. "
2001
ICclumbia University's Arthur Lehman Professor of EconomIcs and Professor of Political SCience "agdishBhagwaU spea1dng at Baruch on
IApril 1~th_ Bhagwati's lectlre discussed the event's topic; Global Ttade:. Does the Press Ul'lc:lerstand the Issues? (Photo/Glenda F. Hydler)
By Macollvie Jean-Francois
Acting Business Editor
CPA
1968
See BIZ BRIEFS, Page 17
New Pentillm 4 Chip to Sell Close 10 :52,000
Intel's new Pentium 4.c~ 4ebuted o.nAPri!
23. The company hopes its strategyofslashing
prices of the new chip and ofa4:vertisillg heav-
iIYto raisesales in the slow PC market will pay
off. Pes incorporating the chip will sell for a
f~w bucks shy of $1,800, monitor included
when it debuts, but will drop within a week to
around $1,000. The cliip alone costs $3S2
The new Pentium 4 chip" which will be fea-.
tured in a number ofPes from majQfmanufac-
turers, will increase overall desktop perfor-
mance, especially on entertainment applica-·
tions such as video encoding, said company
executives.
BIZ B,BlE/IS
Sources:
Business Week,. £N~T,. Ne.wsbyJes..c'Oll4 The
New York Times, thestreet.com.. Reuters
, .
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Motivational
Instructor Promises
Students Victory
Over Exam
Continued/rom page /5
"You guys are gonna
kick butt"
hadsomething to say about Bhagwati's lecture.
. An editor at The Indian Express, Swapra' Vora,
said, ."1 agree totally because sometimes the
papers the papers here are totally bizarre. They
are so oriented to big business."
Vora likened the effect that press' global trade
reports have ~n readers to that which new
immigrants get of blacks after reading the
newspapers. She said that someone who does
not know would assume that an blacks are
criminals because that is the most thing main- -,
stream newspapers report .about them.
Similarly, they assume. that other countries
must be at fault for not trading with the United
States.
"They don't' give views information that
. broadens the views of readers," said VOrcL
"Director ofThe Graduate Program in Business
Journalism and Professor Joshua Mills, who
organized the event, said he invited Bhagwati
to Baruch because, "he is very interested in
issues of social justice," as journalists should
be.
Ajournalist himself, Mills attributes the lack
of international perspective in the press to jour-
nalistic neglect and the fact. that the United
States is a huge country. According to Mills,
Bloomberg is the only news organization he
knows of that has trade to rise to the challenge
of covering trade more objectively by forming
teams of global reporters.
opposed to only the state he or she takes Jess
--l2um--t'our-parrs-m.'"OliDf<feilcOiiiagcirsfii3eiifS· •.
-to take ill' Jour parts together: .-.-..- _.'
The Certified PubJicAccountant examination
consists of four parts: Auditing, Financial
Accounting and -Reporting, Accounting and
Reporting (taxation, managerial, governmental
and non-profit) and Business Law. Given in
May and November, the rigorous test lasts 15.5
hours, over a two-day span for those taking all
four parts. According to Becker Conviser,
however, after the year 2002, the exam will be
available year-round. It is a national uniform
exam given at the same time throughout the
country and is graded under uniform stan-
dards.
To take the exam, a CPA candidate must have
a bachelor's degree, completed 60 semester
hours in liberal arts and sciences, and another
60 in accounting, business law, finance, statis-
tics and other business and accounting courses.
Olinto also has a law degree and has been
awarded Fordham University's 'Outstanding
Faculty of the Year award. At Baruch, Olinto
has taught courses such as Business Law and
Accounting and Taxation. . _
The Becker Conviser Professional Review
has been preparing candidates for CPA exam"
for the past 40 years. It also offers review
courses and materials for the Certi fled
Management Accountant (CMA) and
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) examina-
tions. According to the company's statistics, its
graduates' pass rate on the CPA examination is
about double that of Don-Becker students.
Becker COllviser is a division of Devry, Inc.,
which also owns and operates DeVry
Institutes, 7Keller Graduate &:hoo! of
. Management (KGSM), Center for~Corporate
Education (CCE) and Becker" Conviser
Professional Review and is one of the largeSt
publicly held higher-edueation companies in
North America
Prior1
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283.000
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Continuedfrom page 15
corporations face to 1he Baruch audience, To responses, In thecase ofCoca Cola wanting to
demonstrate how American' policies 'do not sell its soda' in India, Bhagwati said India's
always work in the favor of smaller. countries, . government wanted to create jobs for its popu-
he used resolutions bought up by the big coun- lace and would have allowed Coca Cola into
tries' human rights advocates and 'unions at the the country if it had agreed to the condition that
world trade conference held in Seattle last year, the soda be manufactured and bottled in India,
such as forcing the poor countries to adhere to Coca Cola refused to give the receipt and, as a
US child labor ---------_----- result, India's offi-
laws, which "Trade, unlike sex, always cials refused to
d e vas tat e d allow its product
them as a requires two people" into the country. .
result. According to
Bhagwati, the way
to improve trade relations and increase trade is
by "injecting the International perspective into
reporting." That' way, society, Which will have
a more round view ofthe issues, instead ofjust
its politicians, would have a role in advancing
the country's social agenda.
The witty Bhagwati said, "Trade, unlike sex,
always requires two people.~
The audience was very attentive as Bhagwati
revealed his ideas. While some nodded in
agreement and others frowned at a few things
he said, they all found the lecture enlightening.
"It's interesting to. keep abreast of global
issues, especially since we're in New York."
said Justin Christiani, a CIS major.
Those who have a keen interest and have
studied global trade issues are more opinionat-
ed. Baruch Adjunct professor of Economics
Hemant Kumar said, "As a professor of eco-
nomics, I totally /gree."
The professionals and other guests present too
.Bhagwati Insists on Broader Views
"You're
throwing a bone to' the unions here, but that .
bone is going down the gullet ofthe poor coun- .
tries," said Bhagwati. In Bangladesh, for exam- .
pIe, the United States imposed trade sanctions
because it found child labor inhumane.
Bhagwati made the point that sucff embargoes
only force the children, who need. the work to
contribute to their families' income, out to the .
streets, more miserable than they might have
been working in the factories. In several of
these countries that allow big countries' busi-
nesses to enter their system, the businesses
usually sponsor education for the children and
their parents.
That is one perspective that the press does
not explore in its reports. Another American
reporting tactic, said Bhagwati, is that of label-
ing countries that refuse to trade with the
United States as "cursed." An Indian himself,
Bhagwati is abreast of the issues concerning
his homeland and how Americans view Indian
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Anyone
Can Be
By David Martinez
Managing Editor
The Parental Television Coucil has posted
on its web site a statement by Dr. C DeLores
Tucker criticizing Nickelodeon for allowing
Chyna to be a presenter at the Kids Choice
Awards. They are arguing that the WWF and
their raunchy product are trying to lure chil-
dren through this awards show. Chyna has
alaso posed in Playboy which the PTe sees as
indecent for children.full of it, there are a lot
bigger issues in wrestling to
PTC has been at war with the WWF for
quite some time, and this will only add fuel to
an already large flame,
\\ as a non-title fight.
Lennox Lewis lost his fight in a more dra-
matic fashion. He was knocked out cold by a
right hook in the fifth round that absolutely left
him dazed. He. unlike the prince lost his
WBC-IBF titles deservedly so. Naseem's loss
can be attributed to other factors like a tough
opponent and bad day but not on lack of train-
ing. This cannot be said of Lennox Lewis, he
is undoubtably a better fighter than Hasim
Rahman who knocked him out in South Africa
on April 21. His loss could be attributed to lack
of training and overconfidence. He only
arrived in 'South Africa two weeks before the
fight and was busy filming a movie. He
deserved to lose and some.call Rahman's victo-
•
ry.lucky, but as he correctly said "luck is being
ready when opportunity presents itself" Lewis
stan~sto ose a lot of money because of this
loss. for was to fight Mike Tyson for report-
ed rty million dollars. He would get paid
significantly less for any other challenger,
Lewis's fight was very similar to the Tyson -
Buster Douglas fight in Tokyo in 1990 when no
one expected Tyson to get knocked out. This
just shows that never take an opponent to Iight-
~~~~~~~~~~--illllllllllllllllllllllllill
Chyna v.
PTC
'..\ .•. A..nill1i •.•~.•
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.Any Given
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B~ KJack
Contributing Writer
"
lhe say mg. "anyone can be beaten b~ any-
bodv on anv aiv en dav " is often uttered in box-
- .. - -
IIh! circles. This was exemplified in this last
month T\\ 0 champions trained by the same
trainer have lost their respective thrones. I am
of course referring to Prince Naseern Hamed
and Lennox Lewis. who are both trained by the
legendary Emmanuel.Stewart.
The Prince.as he is often referred to \\ as out
pointed b~ Marco Antonio Barrera and lost a
unanimous decision in his featherw eight fight
on April 7 Hamed is most famous for his out-
landish entrances which have included: a flying
carpet. a showcase of dance mov es and him in
a brand new Cadillac convertible. From the
start. it was evident that this night did not
belong to the prince for he did not do his sum-
mersault Into the ring which he customarily
does. This was telling for all night he failed to
land anv of his usual devastating left hooks.
- -
Barrera proved to be hard to hit and connected
\\ ith some stiff jabs of his own. I must admit
that I am a fan of Hamed for he does have the
-trongest punching power of an) feather-
\\ eight. Even though he lost his first fight. he
~ llll remained.1heie.~e.ight.championforit
That will teach Lennox: Lewis to takeanyone lightly ever again! He was left on his baclc, as
Rahman was c:lecJared the new Worlds Heavyweight Champion photoslespn.com
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was cut during the season to prove that exact
point. This move shocked and energized his
troops who recognized that Florin' meant busi-
nessl But behind ·tJHs·· seemiflgly .tyraI".ftieal- .
coach is a gentler side that allows stUdents to
leave matches early in order to make classes.
Against CCNY, Florin sent his #2 doubles team
to school instead of having them compete.
Florin does expect excellence in the classroom
as well ... what did y~u expect?
His players don't seem to mind Florin's high
expectations saying that there are not many
people at Baruch who care enough to demand
excellence from students! So while we root
this team on, and I know they shall win CUNY
for the second time consecutively,* I have just
one last thing to add about Florin. I tried to
wrestle out of him who he believes are his best
players so I could mention them. With a sly
chuckle, he remarked. "All my tearri players
are MVPs and all of them deserve praise. I do
not condone one player getting recognition
over another!" Last year around this time I had
asked him the same question and gotten the
same answer. .. that is pretty refreshing!
So without further ado, I submit the praise-
worthy :WOO-200 1 men's tennis team: Thack
Wu, Amir Alamalhala, Cern Ozan Karaca,
Nicolas Marion. Chander Goel, Arnir Tsckun.
Lian Nawei, Adam Ostaszewski. Auren
Manners. Michael Xu, and Dave Krekorian.
_.....
~.
.' ,
,
"I train these guys like a divi-
sion one school or a military
school. .I don't accept anyone
who is not willing to push
themselves to the limit!"
.
(1) NO REMORSE vs. ASIAN SENSATIONS
(2) JDC vs. APS
(3) SHOCK TROOPS vs. STRlC,TLY BUSINESS
(4) C4SA CAL4MARlv5. UNTOUCHABLES
All games begin no later than eight minutes after the end of the previous game. Should there be
a forfeit or an act of mercy (25 point second half lead) in either game one or two. the subse-
quent game's start time will be pushed ahead by 15 minutes.
This Thursday. May 3rd, the winner of game 3&4 will play at 12:45 pm, while the winner of
game 1&2 will play at 1:30 pm. All games are played in the 23rd street gymnasium.
~~~~~~~
At press time, the first round intramural playoffs are under way! The matches are as
follows:
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consultant
The men's tennis team is doing it again! The
team has gone undefeated at press time with a
6-Oconference:-ree.ereane 7-O--overaU recerdt
This recordmakes the Statesmen the Division
Champs for the second year in row. Most
teams have been severely routed and embar-
rassed when matched up against Baruch.
Since last issue, the tearn defeated:
Polytechnic 7-2, Lehman 9-0, Staten Island 6-
3 and CCNY 8-1.
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM
CLINCHES THE DIVISION!
So what is the secret? Most of it lies with the
oft no-nonsense head coach Florin Giuglescu,
who is not shy to admit that'his training regi-
men is top tier!
When queried. Florin said. "I am lucky
because I have a group of guys that are com-
mined and continue to try to improve their
individual games. I train these guys like a divi-
sion one school or a military school. I don't
accept anyone who is not willing to push them-
-selves to the limit."
Ironically, one of Florin's best tennis players
.April 30,. ~001
•rebounded against Lehman in a huge way rout- .
ing them 18-0. This would prove to be a huge
game since at press time, the Statesmen have
found out that they will be matched up against
Lehman in the first round of the' CUNY play-
offs. which take place Saturday the 28th.
Don't fret. the Statesmen will win the first
round arid probably play league-leader the
College of Staten Island in the championship'
game. Against CSI, the Statesmen are 1-2.
This too is an interesting story: the Statesmen
were faxed a schedule that showed the first
game against CSI as a, league game and tile
other two games (a doubleheader) as non-
league games. Of course. the Statesmen made.
sure to have the proper pitching and mindset
going into the first game which it won 6-5.
After the doubleheader loss, head coach Scott
Losche received a caIl from CUNY announc-
ing that his team was no longer in first place
because of the LEAGU.E losses
to CSI. He was further told that his schedule
was the wrong schedule... this is a rather egre-
gious mistake made by CUNY!
Anyway. the bottom line is that Baruch has all
the talent it needs to win the CUNYs. Last
year the Statesmen came close only to watch
their collective hopes of running around soak-
ing each other in Gatorade evaporate before-
their very eyes. The keys: stellar pitching,
solid hitting and no unforced errors!
That said, I stand as the only person whose
bold predictions of how Baruch teams will fair
have NEVER been wrong in my long tenure as
Baruch's SP()rts information Guru.. .the
Statesmen WILL win the CUNY champi-
onship this year!! The championship game is
this Thursday. * Support your Statesmen!
t
Heather Germain, a freshman from Lincoln
High School in Brooklyn h~ done the bulk of
the hurling and has recorded Baruch's other
·win.
The Garibaldi sisters, Bettina and Sara are
staples in the infield. Lizette Payamps ami
Tara Passoni are seasoned outfielders.
Returnee Julia Dib is a steady player and han-
dies the catching chores.
_ Nicole Santiago. Jamees Wright and Evelin
Urbaez were starters and also played for the
women's basketball team. Nicole, the third
basewoman is nimble on her feet and has
stolen 18 bases on 18 attempts. Santiago is a
league leader in CUNY.
Coach Penny Weiner and her able assistant
Jose Negroni have added some talent to this
year's team. However, it is a growing process
and the CUNY softball league has _a lot of
tough teams. Come out and support your
Stateswomen!
By Bob Greenburg
C ontributing Writer
As the Baruch College softball season enters
its closing stages, we are reminded that it has
been a season that started with promise, but has
110t lived up to its expectations.
Baruch started with an opening 16-1 win over
New York City Tech. this game featured a no-
hitter by Lizette Payamps (the first in Baruch
softball history). A lack of pitching and some-
times bodies has left Baruch with a 2- 12record
at press time. At press time, the Stateswomen
are play ing their final regular season game
against St. Elizabeth and then this week the
team will play in the CUNYAC quarter final
round on Monday the 30th of April at 4 pm.
With the seventh place seed. Baruch will have
to play the second ranked team. probably
Lehman. at Lehman's field. *
Some bright. spots have been shortstop Amy
Clark. a freshman from Curtis High School in
Staten Island. Amy is currently batting .390
and has a good future ahead of her- at Baruch.
BASEBALL TEAM PREPS FOR CuNYS
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consultant
The baseball season is coming to a close and
what a season it has been! Our Baruch
Statesmen have held the first place position all
season until one week ago! With a 14-15 over-
all record and a 4·2 CUNY record. the
Statesmen have churned out wonderful perfor-
mances behind veteran players such as Shawn
Ponce. Peter Park. and Greg Clerkin while
newcomers Robert Benjamin and Eric Zinke
have amazed the league.
One of the reasons that Baruch has recentlv
. ..
hit a wall in the last week is because of the
unprofessionalism of S1. Joseph's. The ~
Statesmen had a scheduled game versus St.
Joe's called off because of snow on the field.
Unbeknownst to St. Joe's was that a Baruch
assistant coach and a player live close to St.
Joes and they went out to the field to investi-
gate. The found the field in perfect condition!
The Statesmen rescheduled and played a dou-
»leheader against St. Joe's that they lost 7-3
and 9-2. The real issue behind this scandal is
that St. Joe's did not want to play against ace
pitcher and southpaw. Peter Park. Because of
St. Joe's, the Statesmen, who had just played a
slew ofback-to-back games. had to empty their
bullpen in the ensuing doubleheader. As any
baseball enthusiast knows. such an act can
jeopardize future games. Baruch's pitchers
were tired and performed that way during the
S1. Joe's doubleheader and the following game
versus USMMA that the tearn lost 8-3.
Finally the next game against Farmingdale
was cancelled indefinitely because no team is
allowed to play seven games back-to-back.
With a I ittle breathing room. the Statesmen
ARE YOU INTERESTEP IN WRITING FOR SPORTS?
WE ARE LOOKING FOR PERSONS WHO GET
HYPED UP WATCHING SPORTS, OR WISH TO JUST
TELL THE WORLD THE HONEST TRUTH ABOUT
SPORTS TEAMS! DO YOU HAVE THAT ZEAL?
KENYATTA@TRISTARLIMO.COM
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL ENDS
, ,
Nowhere to go
I wanna be sedated
Just get me to the airport
And put me on a plane
Hurry, hurry, hurry before I go insane
I can't control myfingers
I can't control my brain
Oh no oh no
Just put me in a wheelchair
And get me to the show
Hurry, hurry, hurry before I go loco
I can't control my fingers
I can't control my toes
.Oh no oh no
•
After listening to this song and realizing that it is
beyond stupidity, I have come to the point in
which I wanna be sedated. Thanks Joey, for
blessing this world with more nonsense. You win
"M r. Green... it wou Id be
journalistic suicide to
challenge me."
truly be missed.
Speaking of blessing us with nonsense, I will
leave you children with one last thought. The
majority of Op-Eds articles written in the Ticker
have become very hate related. Everyone hates
everyone. You're sick so stay home. You don't
have enough patriotism. I don't care about the
school elections. Give me a break! I am the only
voice of importance. My opinion of others is
what reafly counts. ffyou are worried about sick
people at your workplace put on a goddamned
gas mask and shut your mouth. Worry about the
new building, Witenko, notyour health, you cunt
People stop trying to be me. I am Tribulation. the
one and only. All of you imitators please take a
seat back and watch the master on his throne.
Remember, this is not the news; irs just the truth.
Peace!
CAPRICO RN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Someone
•is watching you, but the stars are very clOUdy
right now. I can't tell whether this particular per-
son loves you or is plotting evil against you.
Good luck for now.
AQUARiUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Your brain
is freezing up right this v~ry moment and you
need a reaJly hot individual to massage your
head. Afterwards your refreshed body will be able
to handJe all tasks.
PISCES (f eb. 19-M arch 20). Partying too
much is your ultimate flaw. Put down those
drinks and make yourself new again. Sober up
and fight foryour right to be responsible.
Twenty-twenty-twenty four hours to go
Iwanna be sedated
Nothing to do
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). You will see the
Iight one day. Today will not be that day. Your
bashful ness is really getting you into trouble.
Take those obstacles in your hand and crush
them.
r:
SCORPIO (Oct.. 24-Nov. 21). Sex, sex and
more sex. You are in your prime. Keep up the
good work. The stars say that you can't keep it up
"forever. But your stamina is impressive and it is
making many people very happy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). You
feel somewhat lost right now. Don't worry; in a
few years all the pain will leave you temporarily.
It seems a littleweird now, but you will get used
to it
Drawing courtesy of Francis LI
President in USG. You are asupreme dumb ass.
If you were any kind of real Op-Eds Editor, you
would care about what occurs in the USG elec-
tions. You would conduct interviews with our
student representatives or maybe you would sit
in on a meeting and tell them yourcriticism. You
should responsibly report their lack of progress,
instead of sitting on your lazy ass and simply
saying that they are not going to do anything
anyway. You, Mr. Green, as a member of the
media who claims to have an opinion of some
importance, I would thinkthat you would attempt
to find out a bit more about the student govern-
ment As a respectable member of the media you
should show us what the government is doing,
instead of being like everyone else that sits
around on their fat asses and does nothing. You,
sir, are worse than a disgrace. You can't even
respond to the person who has challenged your
competence more then anyone else this semes-
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). So that last affair is
something you really want to forget about Yup, I
know about that. Forget about the ernbarassment
and move on. We all have to give to charity some
time or another.
CANCER (June 22-July 22). You look so
sexy that you don't know what to do with your-
self. I suggest to fix that last blemish on your
body. That rash on your bottom is very unattrac-
nve. Buy lubriderm, that usually works.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Unfortunately
you happened to resort to those dumb pet rocks
and they actually give you a lot of pleasure. Stop
the insanity act and throw those rocks away.
Featu res ~
I hope all rny children had a fabulous vacation. J myself went on a
much-needed trip to Cape Cod. Although there is absolutely nothing
going on there! J did have an opportunity to catch up on some lost sleep.
I tnink you all should take some time-away from your busy schedules
and implement a nap time session in your daily routines. That is my lit-
tle advice portion of this column,
Speaking of column, I want to extend several
words to the Asylum staff on their decision to
award me the title of Columnist If you think that
I should thank you sorry excuses for editors, you
have another thing coming. The truth about the
situation is that it is about fucking time you
bloody, imbecilic ass-wipes recognize the qreat-
ness that has blessed yourpublication for the last
ter. You are beyond worthl esse You actually ded-
icated space in the Op-Eds section to joke about
my respectable column with that miserable
Dickulation piece. I don't know if you actually
wrote that shit yourself, but it really doesn't mat-
ter. That piece was about five sentences long and
had zero substance, and it only proves to me,
and the rest of the readers, that you are obvious-
ly a huge pussy and you are obviously afraid to
answer me pu~icly. It seems to me that you have
too much pride to challenge someone ofmassive
intelligence as myself. I can understand that,
though. It would be journalistic suicide to chal-
lenge me. On my worst night I can out write you
at your best. You are a complete disappointment
to the Ticker and journalism as a whole. This is
as plain as I can put it Your existence is one that
-----..,---------------------------------, all can do without. Take
your weak-ass Editors
Note and get the hell out of
this paper.
. Speaking of Hell. on to
Joey. Ramone. Joey
Ramone passed away on
April 15, in NYC, of lym-
pnaic cancer. Joey
Ramone was the lead
vocal ist for the popular
punk band, The Ramones.
The entire punk world IS
mourning this guy. H there
is one kind of music that I
really hate, it's punk music.
Punk music is basically
defined as a bunch of
White trashy guys, who
dont' know how to ~fay'
their instruments, and s~
raucously into a micro-
phone. Joey Ramone was
no different. He exempl i-
fied White garbage to the
fullest In past interviews,
Mr. Ramone or Hyman, whatever his name was,
just by talking showed his love for drugs and
showed that he was just dumb. He spoke exactly
like he really was. He was a loser from NYC and
would have amounted· to nothing more than a
gas station clerk had he not become a punk star.
The lyrics to the Ramones' greatest song, ·1
Wanna be Sedated," are as follows:
two semesters. I should have received that title
and that outrageous piece of artwork, courtesy of
Francis Li, a long time ago.
Speaking of recognition, Mr. Menachem Green,
Ticker Op-Eds Editor, has actually managed to
piss me off, yet again. This little fuck won't even
attempt to challenge me because he knows that
even though he has an Editor's position, he can't
hang with the big boys and out write me. Your
writing isworse then an embarrassment. You talk
of past issues, such as suicide and you say that
you don't care about whom gets elected
Alpha and Omeg,-,,-a__
By Tribulation - Columnist
Trib_asylum@hotmail.com
J-\RI ES (M arch 21-April 19). Now that the
anger has passed and you finally feel Iike your-
self again, get started with your life. Put the past
behind you and make a huge purchase.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). Your luck is
changing for the better. Take on that business
venture you have lying under your bed. It will
definitely payoff at this time. Remember that you
are strong and possibilities may be endless.
GEM INI (M ay 21-J une 21). After you real-
ized that I had given inaccurate information the
last time and tag-teaming with that Virgo actual-
~y turned out more detrimental than anything, my
new suggestion is to team up with a Libra.
1 •
Table of ContentsAsylum
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Asyf um Staff
Rob Hidal go.
Dave Martinez
Acting Managing Editor
asylumdave@hotmail.com
2Pac's double album, Until The End-Of Time. Mr.
Mongbe. a dedicated 'Pac fan, gives you his
impression on the late rappers latest release. You
will find interesting views on India Arie's debut
album, Acoustic Soul. Our very own Arts Editor,
Michael Ferrarella gives us a look at the laugh-
able alb~m by Wes Borland, Big dumb Face.
That's right Limp Bizkifs guitarist came out with
a solo album!
SUJoy Roy tells us of his experience in the
Hammerstein Ballroom during the show that had
Pantera as the headl iners. Special attention IS
being made to Soulfy's performance. He also
dives into the other performances of that night
made by Nothingface and Morbid Angel.
Please be sure to check out the the adven.se-
ment paid for by G.!. Joe on page 11. A Joe gen-
erat 'has· placed hiS theory" of amasssfve con-
spiracy within Baruch College. Send us your
thoughts and ideas on this disturbing theory.
We, here at the Asylum, hope you enjoy this
issue and promise to deliver you an awesome
inal issue next week. A look at Baruch students
and Ticker staff members will be the major part
of the upcoming issue along with awesome
interviews of talented artists ln the music world.
Thanks and love.
Beauty in words
Julie Mae DojiUo
Production/Graphics
jdojillo@yahoo.com
Rob Hidalgo
Arts Editor
asylumrob@hotmail.com
Mike Ferrareua
Copy Editor
mikeferrarella@mindspring.com
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Editor's
Hey all, I hope you enjoyed your spring break.
The Asylum staff spent their break busy working
on many projects, We want to continue to bring
you the best possible arts section. We totally
halted our original idea for the cover story of
your paper to bri.ng you a specIal tribute to the
punk king, Joey Ramone, who sadly passed
away on April 15.
Christian·Marti, a true Ramones fan, delivers a
tribute that is fitting for Ramone. The Ramones
are many times attributed to being the originators
of punk rock music. They were definitely the first
pU~.k to gain a Iarqe cult-like following. Thanks
Christian.
We have two pages of fabulous poetry. The
Baruch students have come through once again,
with lots of heartfelt beauty In the form of vers-
.es. Feel the minds afl6 souls of~ tatented
students.
Below you will see a morbid sketch provided
by Baruch artist Francis LI,
.
Our features section contains the meanest,
harshest. most cruel piece of writing ever sent in
by our Columnist Tnbulation. This person has
no limits. Do you think he/she has gone too far
this time? Lets us know what you think. You also
have a very entertaining horoscope section
directly under the Alpha & Omega column.
/"
In you~ CD review section your featured CD is
2Pac, India Arie and
Big dumb Face
CD Reviews
Drawing courtesy of· Francis li
Featu res
Alpha & Omega
Horoscopes
3
A tribute to Joey
Ramone
e
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Bride
Father says you are a good man.
-by Mib Mirlas
When Mother heard the news,
Her tears fell like ripened dates from our tree,
Leaving puckers on her caftan,
Rai nd raps of sorrow.
. Too young, she cried. My baby.
Honeyless bees
Ostracized
from their communities
forbeing honeyless
Useless
Teary-eyed invisibly
They are eyeless
Father says you are a good man
And could ask for any girl. .
Only last week I played as a child,
Teasing merchants in the soul
Darting in and out of their way
Like arnouse avoiding a hungry cat.
Today you will come to c1aim.me
Like a much-desired prize
And I will ride, wordlessly, on a decorated camel,
To live as fourth wife far away.
Tinkling bells will fill the deser1 air,
Announcing our approach.
You, Ieading the way,
Me, veiled for the first time-and forever.
I think you are a good man-.
Though the years between us stretch far.
I will sit tall on my camel like a statue,
And think of, one day, a son.
My wedding dress hangs in the corner ofour
tent,
Like an airless balloon,
Daring me to step inside
And give it my girt ish shape.
Fireless fires
You can .feel the heat
And burn
You can smell the fire churn
I'd like to tell you about some stuff.
Eyeless birds fly past my window.
Slow enough for me to see
They are eyeless
Stutf-ed 1urkey
to celebrate
Shielding sloberous
Killing
Harbors us
Stin
Walk past the stone-cold
BJrtch brick homes
Until
You grow eyes
to see
.you already
have your dream
and you stop masquerading
as an
Eyeless human being.
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Real ity Check
My mind is boggled
My body has wobbled
Distractions like hocus-pocus
Made me lose my.focus .
Responsibilities I have forgotten
. Short-lived pleasures I had gotten
I have simply gone, spolled'rotten.
Maybe, I have lost my soul
Instead of using body heat, I'm burning coal.
Maybe I have lost the way
From my studies I seem to sway.
Maybe my spirit· is qone
It's now dark,where the sun once shone.
Maybe I'm on aself-destruct mode
My buttons were pushed, someone entered the code.
Yet. my min~ only I know,
When it is summer or when it should snow
So I must have pushed the buttons
Not to hear reason, I must have pushed the cottons
Why asks everyone
As if the reason is one
Why does a happy child grow sad?
. Why does a beautiful fruit rot?
Why does a rose die?
Why does light become dark?
Why does good become evil
Why does love go unrequited?
All the whys
Could only be answered by sighs
I know the answers to all my whys
I just don't know which· are the right sighs.
So when I'm asked why
I just do the general nl don't knoW' sigh.
I have obligations
Not Iike charity cases or donations
More like a loving family's regulations
The one who is better off's obligations
Thifs-a-Ugreaffciriifly"trailinan' - ... -. --
That comes with one cond ition
That it shall never be considered an obligation
But you see,
I have just found that tradition tarnished
Discovered that that condition has vanished
That now substitutes responsibility obligations
Where love used to be the solution.
That is when family becomes a pain
Members become an opportunity for gain
That is' when we have ·Cinderella
Carrying a load
Waiting for prince charming to pop out
of atoad
Love replaced by obligation
Life ruled by debt litigation
Become part of one's pronunciation
Thats when we hear Cinderella's tears
of suffocation .
Cinderella's struggle for freedom
Her, wishes of fame and stardom
And all that her mind can fathom
Never knowing that
By dwell ing in her imagination
She has become quite a phantom.
She has lost touch with reality
Gave way to dream's subtlety
Trying to avoid life's cruelty
Never realizing dream's futility.
Memories play tricks
As sweet as lollipop ticks
Imagination sets up a stage
Where Cinderella breaks the cage
Yet, soon the show must come to. afl end
To do chores Cinderella must be send
Yesterday's mistakes she must mend.
·-by Bisirat Yohannes
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Affirmation
Dedicated to: BisiTat Yohannes
---by: EsQuire
Here I sit upon twilight's light.
A sharp blue rose for a pen.
Its· thorns cut deeper than any
Sword one should try to hold.
.1 write this piece fueled by the
Droplets of my eternal life.
Where does one tell a story
In which there is no happy ending?
How does one describe a waking
Daydream?
She wears a veil upon her dark
F1axened hai r.
. Yet the veil invisibly cascades over
her gentle features like soundless silk.
Tigress eyes made of diamonds.
A glistening breathless smile.
Such moist lips kissed by the moonli@ht.
Poutful, delightful, irresistable.
She pounces and my heart bounces.
But such beauty can only be admire from a far.
For one of her fingers is imprisoned by
A singJe ray of golden light.
It is a ring made of a uncertain promise.
A ring forged of family honor, and the
Tears of a loveless heart.
She hide~er pai n well,
But not for a man cursed
with the eyes of aforsakened crow.
I envision her as a child
Wandering across a sea of mirrors.
And not one of them is a window to her soul.
As aknight,Q1:Le i.$JQ_.hgn9r such asymbol.
Nometter howsuch arms
Seeks her deep embrace.
No matter how her flowery frag ranee
I
clouds my barren mind.
I shall not betray 1he same promise
Lancelot failed to uphold.
But asliver of truth lies within
one small fact.
I am not of the House of Montague.
Nor am Iof the .House of Capulet,
So I am not bound by the
Rules of sweet Verona...
As I continue to write,
the red pool grows larger
Like a bloominq rose trapped
inside a canvas of watercolor.
Aspark of ~ightning is
Struck from within my hands.
tt falls from my-grace like a _
burning firefly.
I have learned to transcend beyond
my corporal forms of brokeness.
A new devil always rises from its own ashes.
An endinq only gives.birth to a uncertain begin-
nmg.
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--Liz Walser
ewalser@exchange.ml.com
My dripping face upturned,
Pleading with the sky
To return you.
{i;j} The trees huddle like
{I} Disapproving aunts,
:@!t= Their branching hair twisted together
In all directions.:t!ii~~:
Cracked crystal vei ns agai nst the sky.
t~j~j~~::
--By Liz Walser
ewalser@exchange.ml.com
Threw me down
into the gutter,
Muddy rain soaked my clothes.
i@> A city of green:
:@~:~ Wooded skyscrapers casting long shadows
~@) down pine-needle-paved avenues.
The sun casts a singl e beam on a
:i~~f:j:: Spider's cars-cradle strung like laundry between
::@~} Two gnarled giants.
Redwood City
Slay me.
Come on and just sl ay me.
An undulating staircase of mist is born
~~M~E~.:· Where sun's warmth meets forest cool and
ftk Spirals heavenward
fii}= Like smoke from an abandoned cigarette.
81 ay Me
Until I saw the dawn
without you at my side,
and closed my fingers
around the empty air beside me,
I never knew what it feels like
to be soul-severed.
\
%~:::} Fall en trun ks
And exposed roots-:~lf~'
A playground of obstacles.
:tif~'
t!~t: Steps are muffled
In the qu iet cool.:~J~~ij}
A church-like reverence'
<Ji::- High above, this cathedral's leafy spires rise up
dk To give praise. ..
.
:•.:.:::~.:~:~:~:::.:.:..:.. .:;::::::::. ;:::;:;::"
'::::::::::' ::::}f
:t~} And with you came the brightest sun.
---Jas R.
The Club
Those caustic thoughts spinning in my head I
You'll burn if I pour them out
So they seald my mind instead.
Does no good to treat 1he flesh outside
Medicine never penetrates the scars
It's a mask I wear,
Coming to Iife sometimes
Butit's a mask I wear.
An illusion, often fooling me
But not for long
There will come a day,
When the mask will peel off
And the volcano erupt;
Burning you before burning me.
I'm surrounded by people,
Yet I'm alone in this world.
I long to explode and cry and curse
It comes up almost to my throat,
But I subside and the lava boils on...
I'm told,
Time's the best healer
Years have passed, don't trust it anymore
I'm sold,
But he's a stranger, the buyer
lead me to a path, left me stranded midway
Tell me the way to where I was before
Touch Me and Burn
The Club islike a fountain
Slacking never-ending thirst
Voyeuristic cornucopia
Of the very best and worst
Lubrication for the ego,
Pulsing soundtrack for the pride
Dark that hides the greater shadows
We release from deep inside
Here you al most comprehend
Truths that lay beneath the brain
Conversations without voices
Throbbing rhythm in your veins
Air that's thick with lust and secrets
Smoke and promises and lies
The only thing that isn't done here
Is the one that no one tries
Hopes are raised and hearts are broken
Chances missed and pai n ignored
I can't say yo ure never lonely
But you're hardly ever bored
But the hour is getting early
Take the number, share a smile
You knew everything worth knowing
If just for a little while
Like the wild west or Eden
Mix of Nietzsche and some Zen
The Club is what you walk inside with
... guess I'll have to go again
.
:~~@f:
il~} ----by Edward Ell is
Tropical sea
Turquoise deepening to sapphire
Color so deep your body can taste it.
Scoop up some blue
to take with you
and it slips,
transparent,
Through your fi ngers.
Wrapped around my neck
Bounci ng off my collar bone
Dancing through the griZZly streets
My fears in hand, my thoughts in stone.
As conscious as the sunrise,
And with what command it sets ,
My heart has blossomed spring-like
And offers what it gets.
The fi rst fresh bl ueberries of summer,
Rolling in your palm like beads
Sweet-sour juice staining skin,
making lips
pucker into a kiss.
A favorite pair of old jeans
Worn down to white in places
Soft as flannel,
kitten fur.
Traci ng every curve
like a highway's double yellow lines.
Blu e
Looki ng at the night sky-
Like wearing avelvet blindfold.
Diamond-studded indigo
cloaki ng the earth.
Thoughts In Stone
Oh Dagaz, Oh Dagaz
Life is full of vampires
Suckling out flesh,
Loosening my skin.
But at last, but at last
You came along
openi n9 the curtai ns
AJlowing light to creep in.
Before you came along,
My ceilings seemed to drop.
I greet you as my breath
And know this pain could stop.
•
Oh Dagraz, oh Dagraz
Life is full of flowers
fragrant-full, fragrance like
The air of autumn showers.
---by Mike Mirlas
, ---Liz Walser
ewalser@exchange.ml.com
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stream success eluded Ramone, respect among
his pears never did and never will.
Bellevue, one of the many bands Joey firmly
supported appeared at the Virgin Megastore on
April 18th. After playing theirfirst song at the in-
store appearance, lead singer Jesse Malinstated,
"Irs been a really tough week- ..we lost someone
we all love...Joey Ramone." Malin continued
with anger and sorrow in his voice saying, "He
died a tucked up death but he lived a great
life...Any of us New York City musicians know
how if1]po~Ot he was."
Btrial for Joey Ramone took place Tuesday,
April t7 at the Hills;de cemetery in Woodhurst
New Jersey. The island of Manhattan is visible
in the distance, an appropriate thing for Ramone
to have in tus time of rest Death was not nec-
essary for Joey Ramone to be alegend. He was
a li~ng legend in his own time.
Ramone died just one month short of what
would have been his fiftieth birthday. Close
friends promised him his birthday would be cel-
ebrated. On May 19, a birthday party will be
thrown at CBGB's, the club that hosted the punk
explosion. in the late seventies. by Ramone's
dosest pals in his remembrance. For further
information check with www.officiaJramones.com
Sluts and snails are after me
DO; keeps me happy
And now I guess 111 have to tell them
That I've got no cerebellum
Gonna getmy PHD
rm ateenage LobMomy!
Although he is gone physically, Joey Ramone
has planted ~ seeds of his mUSIC, which gets
represented by most hard rock bands today. -
especially those from NYC. Bands Jike L7, ~uns
N' Roses. Pearl Jam, Sound Garden, Iggy Pop,
Motorhead, Green Day, Go Go's and many others
are in mourning over the loss. Although main-
~Thei·r- mark 1s' made, their plzain hiSfoFysecur8d, and)OU better believe --,<' ~
j.bey Ramone witl be missed.
t " . J
Joey Ramone continued.....
.. ~ , ,.,. - - .. .. .
more could you ask from the Ramones? They
were literally life size cartoon characters coming
together for the sole purpose of playing bombas-
tic, primitive sounds with loony lyrics that would
quench the soul of 3!ly disenfranchised youth
wittlln ~ot Conan O'Brien once asked
Ramone. Why do so many of your songs men-
tion the brain? You have "Teenage Lobotomy,"'
"Brain Drain," ·Psycho Therapy." Joey replied,
tiffs a cry for help!-
:'.
The Ramones at an early age! Who would have thought that these Forest Hilts bovs would make such a splash!
photoslhttp://YMw.geociljes.comlsunsetstriplPalmSl6100
I can proudly say that I met with Ramone on
different occasions in the past few years. Every
time I had met him he brought something new to
laugh about or just plain great songs to rock out
to. Joey was a sweet man who enjoyed to see
people smile. He tooknotice of those who could
relate to him even if it was in -the smallest way.
>
..
. ..
On one occasion after purchasing a CD. Joey
appeared on by RaInone's bass player Dee Dee
Ramone, -I stated I this is good.- It was a
mere joke, but Joey repli "Yeah it is.- I fired
"It better be, 1paid ten bu for it and money is
hard to come by!- lilt is for too." he replied.
"Yeah right"' I said. UVou haVe money in the
stock market, I heard you talking about it on
Stem!"' With a coy grin Joey said, UVou've gotto
use the old bean!" while pointing to his head.
Everyone around us laughed at the fact Joey
would use such an outdated term just to out-d«;)
me in the corny department, but he was up to
joking any time.
Never se.l1 ingout meant a lot to Joey Ramone.
The music The Ramones played was always from
the heart Trends and tricks to get theband some
notoriety never would have made sense. What
York clubs suctl as CBGS's. Although many of
his old friends did not become or stay success-
ful, Ramone never left those who were down and
out He was aloyal friend who supported those
he loved through thick and thin, regardless of
whether he could use them in any way.
Ramone was a generous man who spen-t time
helping out young musicians who admired him
and were trying to make a name for themselves.
Joey enjoyed being on stage as much as his tans
enjoyed seeing him. That is why he helped so
many follow their dreams.
The-Ramones with Joey at the helm provided a
refuge for rock fans. Everyt!ling that rock offered
on the mainstream revel paled in comparison to
the excitement of a Ramone's concert. Ramone's
concerts gave off more energy than a buzz saw.
With songs like "Lobotomy," "Blitzkrieg Bop"
and their most famous tune "I Wanna Be
Sedated," the Ramones had fans moshing and
crowd surfing to the point of looking like worms
with pepper poured over them!
Through the years, Ramones tours featured the
coolest opening bands. Every young hard rock
band wanted to be seen on a bill with The
Ramones since support from them meant so
much. The Runaways, Frank Black, SOcial
Distortion, DGeneration and others were among
the up and coming bands tograce the stage with
the Ramones.
The Ramones broke up in 1996 after pi aying
2,263 shows since 197~, leaving fans crying out
for more. The decision to break upduring atime
of resurgence ror punk rock was questionable.
0. "::. • • ~. -, '.:;~.:.' '. _'. '. .." •• :"":"~' ... •••••••••• • ;.'- .: ," ,"
The astoundi·ng pOpulaiity··oi··~~·~mones is ·bUiy·~e··insPiring~· ·AS·seen~here~·th;:· ..
underground influence was always on the edge, bringing their one of a kind image to the main-
stream.
Breaking up, however, was a heart felt way of
showing disgust ·with the rock industry, which
should have justifiably given The Ramones their
due. Perhaps, in hindsight we can say that the
break up was due to Joey"s bad health.
~egardless, Joey took the high road saying that
the break up wasn't due to feeling bitter over a
IaCK of record sales. Joey said to Howard Stem
in 1996, 'Thatcame from ourmanagement. who
sho LJI d have known better."
As many noted in 1996, bands 1H<e Green D~
and The O!fspring were getting rich off some-
thing the "Rarnones solely popularized - punk
rock. Not being cute for MTV stopped thOOI from
getting their due and that was a disgrace. Green
Day front man; Billy Joe showed respect for the
Ramone's influence by naming his children Joey
and Ramona after them.
screamed out troubled youth and everyone leved
him for it
Arturo Vega, Ramone's career long art director
said of his reaction to the news, "It feels like Igot
off the world." A sentiment expressing howsur-
real this occurrence really is. Vega after receiv-
ing the news went to CBGB's in order to tell Hilly
Kristal, CBGB's owfler what happened. Kristal,
who gave The Ramone's their break at playing
live regularly, sat at his front desk in CBGB's feet-
ing terrible as he expressed to the media, tllrs not
ahappy time.... People loved Joey. He was alov-
able man. A goOO man."
Friends of J~y Ramone induded people that
he had known from his days starting out in New
1951 - 2001
Ah Tipper come on, Ain't you been getting it on?
Ask Ozzy, Zappa or me
We'll show you what irs Iike to be free!
On a personallevei, Joey Ramone was a rari-
fy. With an inimitable NYC accent he was not
taken or jaded by his success. He remained a
true street-minded individual with the heart of a
teenager. Residing in the Lower East Side of
New York City, Joey was a quintessential New
York City rocker. His presence on or off stage
"Censorshit" (Ramones - Mondo Bizzaro)
Ti.pper whars that sticker sticking on my CD?
Is that some kind of warning to protect me?
Freedom of choice irs your stronger, stronger
........................... .
PUNK'S BASTARD SON Joey Ramone inspired a plethora of modern day musicians, from Green Day to Blink 182. He
leaves behind a loving family and millions of fans worldwide.
heavy metal bands with "Parental Advisory" voice
stickers. Although the Ramones themselves You caa.stamp out the source, but you een't stop
never came up with radically offensive material, creative thoughts
Joey took a stand for those getting persecuted
along with other people like Frank Zappa and Dee
Snider. The first track off of the Ramones 1991
release Mondo Bizzaro is called "Censorsnit"
Just to give you and idea of what Joey had on his
mind here are some lyrics.
Joey Ramone: NYC Punk's Main Man Leaves Us
By Christian Marti
Contributing Writer
With great tragedy, Joey Ramone is dead at the
age of 49 due to complications with lymphatic
cancer. Ramone was born Jeffrey Hyman on May
19, 1951 in Forest Hills, New York. He deal1with
the cancer bravely for years until he passed aw~
on April 15 at 2:40 p.m. with .family at his bed-
Side in New York-Presbyterian Hospital.
Ramone's mother told reporters that the radio
In the hospital room was playing U2's, "In aLittle
Wtllle," while he rested heavily medicated durinq
his last moments alive. Mickey Leigh, Joey's
yO unger brother said that he had bought U2's
new release specifically for Joey's ears earlier
that day. Doctors called the family of Ramone on
Easter Sunday urging them to visit the hospital
fearing Ramone .bad very little time left to live.
Later that night, U2 played "I Remember You" by
the Ramones and sang "Amazmq Grace" in order
to pay homage. Ramone's mother explained, "He
IS free now, he heard It and now he is gone."
Although doctors In 1995 told Ramone that he
would have Irttle time left, he kept an upbeat atti-
tude and dealt with the dreaded disease in a
noble way. Most would expect a lot of strength
and character from a man lIke Joey, and he came
through. It IS a mystery when trymg to imagine
how long Joey could have lived on with lym-
phoma, had It not been for rns fateful fall in the
snow late last year. "
A QUIck glance at Ramone In his later years
would have told any casual observer that he had
:J huge frame With Wider than average hips. This
bUll d and the use of sneakers In snow d1d Joey
In and he unfortunately broke his hip. Hip
repl acement surgery was done in order to help
things along, but while In recovery Ramone fell
further behind In his battle With cancer.
Ramone had been In and out of hospital for the
last few years, but kept himself busy regardless.
In 1999, Joey heiped nis Idol Ronnie Spector
produce an EP. Ramone also worked on aCD of
rus own With drummer Frank Funaro of the rock
group Cracker, Anay Shernoff of the Dictators
and hIS good friend. Ramones producer Daniel
Rey. One of the songs Ramone wrote for his solo
CD was about Marla Bartiromo, the CNBC stock
analyst. Joey enjoyed seeing her every morning
while learning of the latest stock Quotes. The
song reflected Joey's developing interest in the
stock market. "One of my hobbies is the stock
market," said Joey last year. The CD is said to
be due for release late this year.
The towering 6'6", dark glasses wearing rock
star always showed signs of being born for the
spotlight. Ramone was a neighborhood delin-
quent who In bis teens was thrown out 01 his
home for refusnq to attend college. Ramone
later reflected at his mom's decision with slight
resentment stating she was trying to teach him a
lesson. Mickey Leigh saic he would feel bad for
his brother and let him sleep at home when his
mom was not around to catch him.
Trouble was never hard to find and his lyrics
reflected it Over the years Ramone did tons of
drugs and had to beat an alcohol addiction along
With a slight case of obsessve compulsive dis-
order. No matter what happened, Joey had
thi ngs under control. HIS actions had reason
behind them. He wasn't out to live up to any
Image.
Ramone displayed Interest In the freedom of
speech a few times in his career. This all started
~;] 1985, when the PMRC headed by Tipper Gore
fought to label. so called offensive material by
JO~N9W Vork City ~·s Main ~~e~a~ve~s~Uus~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
By Christian Marti - Contributing Writer
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• R.eviews 1
"Trickery and tomfoolery!"
Big dumb Face is merely a bunch ofnoise mar-
keted under the credibility of Wes Borland's
name. His credibility has been shot to hell now.
Big dumb Face is guilty of the earlier-mentioned
crimes, and is additionally guilty of contributing
to the raping of the artform that is Music. Wes
Borland needs to immediately cease the studio-
outtakes joke that is Big dumb Face and simply
stay with Limp Bizkit, which at least occasional-
ly resembles music.
sized growls and 'injury to the testicular area'
high-pitched vocals.
Lyrics cannot salvage the sewage that is Duke
Lion... , as they are equally ludicrous. "Space
Adventure" features Borland-esque lyrics "Fun is
good. Robots are good. We live on earth, but
out in space. We like to live on our spaceship."
This garbage is nauseating, perhaps worse than
the force-fed teeny-bopper music! Teeny-bop
songs at least occasionally feature lyrics that
have some relevance to life.
The only mildly entertaining song is "Duke
Lion," the only song sang with natural voices.
The music is reminisc_ent of the "Bonanza"
theme. Unfortunately, the lyrics are as nonsen-
sical as all the other tracks, featurir)g such fun as,
"He's the son of man and God and lion I He's the
one that keeps the good from dyin' / We've seen
the rest, he is the best / He's the best and his
name is Duke Lion!" The entertainment value of
this song fades rapidly.
Flip/Geffen Records
By Michael Ferrarella.
Copy Editor
Trickery and tomfoolery!
Wes Borland, guitarist of the band Limp Bizkit
is charged with the above, as found in the debut
..
album by his band Big dumb Face.- If you are
expecting to hear music that resembles Limp
Bizkit, prepare to be disappointed. Duke Lion
Fights the Terror!! is a mind-nurnbinq mockery
to music. Borland claims to utilize a "Cornial
Tone Defragmenter" in the production of the CD,
which "makes any sound pleasing to the brain."
The "Cornial Tone Defragmenter" seems to be
flawed, as this CO is anything but pleasing to
hear. The above-mentioned trickery occurs in
the first track, "Burgale\leist" which starts off with
J
heavy guitars and growling that feel hard. The
enjoyment fades asme spoken lyrics still have a
deep growling sound, giving the idea that avoice
synthesizer is used. This idea is confirmed in
"Kali is the Sweethog" which features vocals in
unnaturally high-pitched fashion. The tomfool-
ery that is voice-synthesized vocals continues for
the rest of the CD, alternating between synthe-
Duke Lion Fights the Terror!!
8j-g du-mb Face -
Asylum's Feature CD
•
~~... ' ...........
Constantly revealing her spiritual sense and
natural creativity, the CD moves along with each
song exposing awoman intuitive to life love and
"Strength. Courage, Wisdom" the freedom that
comes through the expression of music.
"Nature" sets the atmosphere similarly painted in
Jill Scott's "Long Walk" with hints.as to how to
"win (her) flavor" by being creative and letting
nature determine the destination of the day or
evening. Although "Nature" paints the romantic
picture of a man and woman, "Ready For Love"
exposes a vulnerable woman who will "quickly
give her freedom to be held in (love's) captivity".
She is convinced that "love is not ready for (me)"
and one day the man who "loves music and art,
respects the spirit world and thinks with his
heart" will appear.
The remainder of the album flows on the same
principles taking a reflective look into the soul of
a woman through the relatiqnships she engages
in and through the rhythm that is constantly in
her head. In between Self-reflection and revela-
tion, Arie manages to pay reverence to a long list
of influential artists including the great Stevie
Wonder (ful) in the bonus track affectionately
titled. ~
In one of her many insightful songs, India Arie
states, "they say watch what you ask for cause
you might receive," so if you have been asking
for music that takes you to a place where 'You
hear nothing and everything, aplace where time
has no consequences and you can be suspend-
ed in ecstasy somewhere betw,een light and dark,
that beautiful place," Acoustic S.oul is it
Proclaiming herself as a vessel through which
music flows, India Arie just picks up her guitar,
opens her mouth and out.,psurs her soul. India
Arie, "because of you, a change gon' come.... "
,nd ja A-r ie
Motown Records
By Africa Is Beautiful
Copy Editor
Interscope Records ,.
By Lionel "kOvacain" Mongbe
Contributi ng Writer
Acoustic .Soul
\
•
2PAC
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Until The End Of Time
When asked 'To be or not to be lr ,
today's die-nard gangster-rap fanatic immediate-
l~. thinks of Tupac Shakur. With the late rappers
5th posthumous album "Until The End Of nme~
released on March 27th and debuting on the
Blilboard charts at #1, fans are bound to drown
themselves further into Shakespeare's famous
saying.
Until The End Of Time which is currently'hold-
ing 1he 2nd position on the charts, is the first of
two double-CO collections and isbrought to you
by executive producers Meni Stlat<ur···ffu.pac!s
mother) and Suge Knight (D&ath Row Retards'
CEO). The album features guest app:ea@flces by
Iupac's clique and double-platinum rappers The
OuUawz, Fatal 7 K-ei & JoJo. TLC~s Left Eye7 til'
Opening with avocal homage to a long line
of musical ancestry, the mood is set and pre-
pares you for a spiritual journey that generates
strength, courage, wisdom and sexual awareness
for the sake of music. "Video (Not the average
airl)," the first and current single from her debut
album, Acoustic Soul, invites young women to
Join the woman, who looks in the mirror and
decides that "every freckle on my face is where
irs supposed to be... my feet. my thighs, my
"Strength, Courage,
Wisdom"
lips, my eyes, I'm lovin' what I see." "Strength,
Courage, Wisdom" calls the listener to find the
namesakes, step out on faith and become one
with themselves and their Creator. Exploring the
sexuality and sensuality of bare skin,
"Brownskin" is an ode to the beautiful brown-
skin lover whose "chocolate color is intoxicating
and adds to the ecstasy they reach each time they
"swim".
J
I
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Regards,
Clayton "Hawk" Abernathy
•
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Soulfly's trontman, Max Cavalera, delivering
his soul. Photo courtesy of Rollingstone.com
played -Sryedding Skin- which is my favorite
song of theirs, but mat didn't quite happen. Hats
off for supplying an energetic set.
All in all, it was a really good show. Phil
revealed plans of possibly holding an Ozfest
rival tour this summer which woulc bill Pantera,
Slayer, Morbid Angel, Static-X, and perhaps
more acts together. Go get Nothmgface's
Violence, one of the best records that was put out
in 2000 and support heavy music.
r-
Nothingface. "Tribe" didn't make a fulL presence
on the set but had it's second half and introduc-
tion played. The only Sepultura song to be
played was "Spit" from Roots. Other methods
. they used in their attempt to carve in extra ass-
holes on people were "The Song Remains
Insane," "Bring 11," "Boom," "No," and "No Hope
= No Fear."
Pantera started the pits With "Yesterday Don't
Mean Shit." from their latest record. The first half
of the set consisted of basical1y....newer stuff from
Trendkill and Rei nventing along with some songs
they hardly ptay from Far Beyond Driven, the
exception being "New Level.:' The latter half of.
their show is where "Walk: "This love,"
"Fucking Hostile," and toe highlight "Cowboys
From Hell" were. "Floods" was a song I was
looking forward to hearing, it's the only song
from Trendkill that's appealing to me, but it
sounded really weak because the samples of the
showers weren't there and it's no secret that
Philip Anselmo can't duplicate his studio voice.
"Becominq" was also a fun one, and their cover
of "Cat Scratch Fever" made a surprise appear-
ance' too. Other songs they jammed were
"Revolution Is My Name," "Use My Third Arm,"
"Goddamn Electric," "Suicide Note Pt. 2,"
"Slaughtered" and "Primal Concrete Sledge." I
would've held back from stating anything nega-
tive from them if they really surprised me and
-,
• Reinventing The Primitive
after the shows were sold out and thei r crowd
never got the opportunity to bring themselves to
the gig. The whole point of them being on the
bill was to expand their audience and present
their music to people who nadn't really heard it
yet. Hopefully some of the people at the show
will eventually get a Nothingface record and be
blown away by it.
There was a point in my life where I lived for
thrash and most music outside of that sub-genre,
of metal was absolute crap to me. Even at that
point I never really listened to any' death metal. I
used to hear great stuff about Carcass, Cannibal
Corpse, Obituary and the Iike and by ways of
modern technoloqv (real audio and mp3) I gave
each of the bands a shot. Not once has a death
metal band ever appealed to me. The only way
that genre will ever get anything out of me is if
somehow all the other rock ruusic is just deleted
from all human access and you're left with either
Iistenln~ to Cannibal Corpse (who I think is one
of the worst metal bands ever) or Shitney Spears.
That being said, you can just figure that the
Morbid Angel set did nothing for me. The first
song for them killed it for me. I don't know what
the title is but I've labeled it "Look Ma. I Can
Kick-Drum Really Fast!" The bright spots in their
music was the "old school" stuff where they did
have some nice sounding riffs. Some guy,
named Philip Anselmo, joined them to do lead
vocals on asong which wasn't bad.
Soulffy did not play any of their usual anthems
or any of the Sepultura tunes that have tradition-
ally gone over well with the crowd. However, they
still managed to destroy. They kicked things off
with the opener to their latest effort, "Back To The
Primitive." That set the tone for me, it was the
• r _ __ _ _ __ _ _ .... _ __ _ ~ _ __ __ ..-
craziest I wOiUd go aU ni9hL A chick behind me -
actually had to keep a hand on my back from
intruding her space, but she did a favor for my
self esteem by nottaking that hand off even when
I wasn't really doing anything out of the ordinary.
The hlghl ight of the set was a toss up between
"Terrorist" and a percussion session which
included Vinnie Paul and members of
Revi ews
• "
heard I made the transaction on my credit card
tor the internet pre-sale and I witnessed one of
the better bills thus far In the year. Along with
Pantera and Soulfly are death metal leaders
Morbid Angel and one of my personal favorites,
Ncthmqtace.
Let's get nght to It. Nolbinqtace took the stage
for an exc~H~, Otit'·bftef set. Thts -was tRe fifst
time I saw them, when it could've actually been
•
my third or fourth. They only played five songs,
only a couple that I really did know from the new
record, Violence. The most shocking part of their
entire set was that the crowd was standing still, I
was expecting to see a bunch of people running
around, The only explanation for thiS IS that
Nothingface was announced for the tour much
Hammerstein Ballroom
Friday, March g, 2001
By Sujoy Roy
HersQulbleed@aol.com
Contributing Writer
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"My attention was caught
when SOULFLY was
announced on the make up
bill."
...........................__._ _ -_ ...
Nothingface, Morbid Angel, Soulfly, Pantera
When Pantera initially announced their shows
for November with this ultra, super heavy bonan-
n gimmick. I could've just shat in my pants, but
I don't give a shit as to how heavy ashow IS or
not. It's how well.the bands are gonna play and I
Just dicn't feel like lashing out 40 bucks to have
my wanker hang for Kittle and catching up on
sleep througtl Morbid Angel. As it turns out I had
the misfortune of seeing Kittle anyway, and
Morbid Angel... well, I'll get to that later. When
the November Pantera show at the Hammerstein
Ballroom was canceled, I still didn't give a shit.
My attention was caught when SOULFLY was
announced on the make up bill. The moment I
.
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THIS TIME YOU CAN6Y"CHAN6 E THE CHANNEL.
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Asylum Ticker April 30.2001
The Ticker and 20th entury Fox invite you to win Freddy Got
Fingered prize package by answering
correctly a Tom Green trivia question. Simply stop by the
Ticker office at 360 PAS ·Rm 1522 ·beginning at 10AM.
While supplies last. No purchase necessary.
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